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* When following the protocol, average uptake for 90% of trees is between 30-60 minutes. Small and unhealthy trees can take Ionger.
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Peaceful Assembly...
/

Perhaps in a way that our world hasn't seen in 50 years, we are evaluating and questioning our lives, our lifestyles, what we stand for, and
how we choose to spend our time. Our tradition calls for making New
Year's Resolutions, which most of us find difficult to maintain - unless perhaps we just haven't been seeking to change things that really
matter.
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Publisher

Cynthia Mills. CAE
Editor

Mark Garvin
Technical Editor

For those of us in the United States, and for so many of our friends in all corners of the
world, we came together in an assembly of like minds during the last third of the year.
Arborists from all over the world sent messages of sympathy and support through the NAA.

Peter Gerstenberger
Assistant Editor

Ariana Ziminsky
Graphic Designer

I have found myself thinking about something that we take for granted - the very existence of arboriculture organizations. It has been a long time since high school government
class. Do you realize that in the United States this "peaceful assembly" or the "right to
associate" is granted to you by your First Amendment?
I think we often forget how incredibly powerful our voices are - separately - and when
joined together. When we rattle off our list of values and member benefits to potential new
members, perhaps we don't do an impressive enough job of getting the point across - this
is a RIGHT. a privilege - to come together.
When volunteers and staff go to Washington to meet with government agencies or Congress on arboriculture's behalf, it's because our forefathers in 1789 gave us the right to do
this. How can we walk away, individually or as a group, and not exercise this right?
The act of coming together is one of the most powerful messages you can send the world.
proclaiming our determination to stand together as we enter another year together. If you
are not within the community of arborists as a member of one an association, you are actively choosing not to exercise one of your rights in this country.
In 1831, Alex de Tocqueville, a 25-year-old French aristocrat, toured our country. He
later wrote in Deniocracv in America about how incredible it was that in America, when
people became aware of a need or something that should be changed, they came together
in small groups and took care of it. This is one of the foundations of our countrys success.
We have been privileged to live in a land that guards freedom. We have fought wars
with allies around the world to preserve civilization, and now we have come together again
to do the same.
Let's honor our past and invest in our future by coming together as a strong community
of arboriculture. Start the year right. Join an association and exercise your freedom and
your rights. God Bless America - and thanks to our friends around the world for standing
with us.
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Building a Company Safety
Program
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0 Outlook

By Cynthia Mills, CAE

Your right of free association is a
long-cherished tradition.

16 Washington in Review
By Peter Gerstenberger

Find out the status of job safety and health
regulations facing the industry.

Branch Office
By Wayne Outlaw

Build a foundation for success by building
a more efficient and productive labor force.

QD

Industry Almanac
Important regional and national
meetings and activities

22 Cutting Edge
New products and news in the tree care
industry

Preparing trees for winter
storms is an important - and
hazardous - job for trained
arborists.

TCI's mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest
industry news and information on regulations, standards, practices, safety, innovations, products and equipment. We strive to
serve as the definitive resource for commercial, residential, municipal and utility arborists, as well as for others involved in the
care and maintenance of trees. The official publication of the nonprofit National Arborist Association, we vow to sustain the same
uncompromising standards of excellence as our members in the
field, who adhere to the highest professional practices worldwide.
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Profit Centers
By Harry Watt
Getting out in the community to market
your wood products can reap great rewards.

TCI EXPO
Memories and images of another successful
show - TO EXPO 2001 in Columbus

L:k§ Building ,#_ Company Safety Prograi

Excellence in Arboricultur
A celebration of the best the profession
to offer.

lilt

Management Exchange
B v Phillip M. Perry
'
Telve
steps to successful staff

promotion

Is your
business
computerized?

Classified Advertising
Help wanted, services, businesses, new and used
products for sale
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NAA Forum
Tours, outings and events at the NAA's 2002
Winter Management Conference in Hawaii

Tree News Digest
Compiled by Keith A. Regan

News, stories and information on trees from around
the world

From the Field
By Stefiiie Free/c

Learning to climb under the tutelage of an
arborist starts with trusting the rope.
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High Voltage

IU&i

By Randall H. Miller

Introduction
Its an easy job for an experienced arborist: A quick and
dirty Siberian elm (Ulmus pumila) removal. A power line is
not too far away, but it is not going to be hard to avoid. There
is no time to bother with roping and rigging: the arborist can
handle it. He sets his rope, footlocks up, straps in, and starts
racking it out. He gets to an 8-inch lead that could be a problem. He faces it off, throttles back his saw as he closes in on
finishing his back cut, and watches closely as the lead falls.
If he gets it just right, it will miss the line. It does not. The
top of the lead strikes the line, arcs, and gets hung up. The
butt end swings over and pins him against the tree. He shouts
for help, but electricity does what it will naturally, and goes
to the ground. The path travels from the powerline. through

the branch, through the arborists body and into the tree to
ground. His groundworker frantically calls, "Are you all
right?" But the arborist does not respond. He is already dead.
Accidents like this happen far too often, as electrical contact is one of the three big killers of arborists (along with falls
and strikes from falling trees or tree parts). Moreover, tree/
powerline conflicts create hazards that result every year in
accidents that leave children and other innocent people disabled or dead. Arborists have a professional obligation to
mitigate hazards caused by trees. So, for their own safety as
well as that of the public, arborists need to know and understand electricity and electrical hazard.

An electrical primer

All arborists, whether
working near lines or on
residential properties,
have a professional obligation to mitigate
hazards caused by trees.

r1:
--

.

Electrical contact accidents frequently occur because
people do not understand the extreme hazard posed by high
voltage, partly because electricity
is invisible. While utilities do all
they can to keep arborists and the
public at large informed of the danger, accidents still happen. A
helpful way to understand electricity is to visualize it in terms of a
fluid, such as water. Like water
t
r
.
.
running downhill, electricity seeks
the path of least resistance to
ground
through conductive objects.
-.
and it may take more than one path.
When electricity goes to ground. it
dissipates in concentric "ripples."
similar to those caused when a rock
tsltl
-.
-falls into calm water. The human
body is a conductive object, so it
can provide the path of least resistance. Therefore, electricity may use the body of someone
who is touching an energized object and the ground; an energized object and another conductive, grounded object: or
multiple contacts with an energized object (such as two hands,
a hand and foot or any combination of body parts).
Voltage is a measure of electric potential. We can think of
it analogous to pressure (such as pounds per square inch) or
kilopascals (in a hydraulic system). Electrical engineers use
the letter 'V" as a symbol for voltage. Voltage in power lines
is often measured in thousands, represented by a "k" for kilo.
4

r.

'k
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So. 1.000 volts is 1 kV. or one kilovolt.
Utilities have a range of different lines
energized at voltages from 2.4 kV up to
765 kV. However, single lines serving
neighborhoods are commonly charged to
7.2 kV. To put this into perspective, that
is nearly three times the voltage of
Florida's electric chair.
Voltage is not current, and by itself
does no work. However, it has the potential for work, so it is also called electric
potential. To understand voltage as electric potential, consider that a fully pressurized, high-pressure
water hose with its valve closed has no water running through
it. In the same way. a high voltage line can be fully energized.
hut have no current. When we turn on an electric appliance,
we open the valve, current begins to flow, and electricity "realizes its potential" by starting to work.
Physicists measure electric current in amps. or amperes. One
amp is the charge carried by 6.25xl0 electrons moving past
a given point in one second. For our purposes. we can think of
amps as analogous to gallons or liters of water per minute.
Ohm's Law relates voltage and amperage. Ohm's Law
says that at constant resistance, increasing voltage increases amperage (current). The average distribution line
has the capacity to serve hundreds of customers, enough
current to operate hundreds of refrigerators, electric
ranges. washers, dryers, air conditioners and myriad other
appliances. The average distribution line often has the
capacity to carry industrial loads of electricity.

The only way to ensure
safety around high voltage is to fear it and use
experience and the provisions of Z133 to plan
carefully to prevent direct
or indirect contact.

high-voltage contact can create nerve damage that causes comas, seizures, paralysis or other neuropathology. In 30 to 45
percent of cases. nerve and tissue damage is so severe that doctors must resort to amputation.
Finally, the big threat to high voltage contact victims is overwhelming infection that enters through external burns. The
danger of infection often lingers until multiple rounds of skin
grafts are finally successful.
These are very painful injuries. Electrical contact survivors often
languish for weeks or months, needing intensive care in critical

-

.

L•

Electrical injuries
In contrast to the industrial loads in the high voltage
grid, the human nervous system operates on a very delicate electrical system, whereby minute electrical impulses
pass from the synapses of one nerve cell to another. It
does not take much current to disrupt or overwhelm this
delicate electric system. For example. contact with only
A section of OSHA 1910.269 requires that everyone performing tree
work in proximity to electric hazards must be qualified, and their train16 milliamps can disrupt a person's nervous system to
ing has to be documented.
the extent he cannot release his grasp. Twenty milliamps
can cause respiratory paralysis. So. someone contacting
only 20 milliamps might not be able to let go of the electriburn units. Victims may have to be put into induced comas or
cal source, and might suffocate unless the electric connection
treated with morphine to dull their misery. Moreover, even after
is broken in time. One hundred milliamps can cause ventricular fibrillation, which may result in death due to disrupted heart
they have stabilized, their ordeal is not over. They commonly have
function. Two amps can cause cardiac arrest and internal orto endure months or years of painful physical therapy as they train
gan damage. and 15 to 20 amps will likely kill (Table 1).
damaged nerves and muscles to function again - and learn to live
However, a victim contacting high voltage can create a fault
with lifelong deformities and disabilities.
current that builds to thousands of amps. Little wonder most
people are killed outright by high voltage contact.
Survivors often suffer permanent injuries. Surface temperaGiven the seriousness of high voltage contact, preventing
tures at the point of contact with high voltage can reach 1,000'
electrical accidents is vitally important. Every arborist is reC (1.862° F), enough to ignite clothing and hair. Inside the
sponsible for his safety, as well as the safety of colleagues.
body. industrial loads of electricity are capable of creating
One way to exercise that responsibility is to study, know and
muscle spasms intense enough to fracture bones. Furthermore.

Electric safety standards

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JANUARY 2002
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implement electrical safety standards for
arboricultural operations. Two important
examples in the United States are OSHA
1910.269 and ANSI Z133.1-2000.
OSHA 1910.269 is the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration's vertical standard pertaining to the
generation, transmission and distribution

of electricity. A section of OSHA
19 10.269 requires that everyone per forming tree work in proximity to
electric hazards must be qualified, and
their training has to be documented.
ANSI Z133 is the American National
Standard Jr A rboricultural Operations Pruning, Repairing, Maintaining, and Re-

Tree Trimmer
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The laws are strict and the fines steep for
not keeping your line clearance tree trimmers' training and certification up to date.
Outsource with us and we can...
•

Train your trimmers at our facility
or yours
•
Provide a complete self/group
study manual
• Conduct necessary testing and
retesting
•
Maintain certification records
LEARN THE COMPLETE STORY.
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Contact us today for information on how we
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you with any part of the process
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nio'iiig Trees, and Cutting Brush - Safety
Requirements. Z133 is the definitive safety

standard for arboricultural operations. The
Accredited Standards Committee has recently revised Z133, and it is available
from the National Arborist Association.
ANSI Z133 is a "sacred" document, written in the blood of arborists who have been
injured or killed on the job. It has the force
of law because it is a document an OSHA
compliance officer will often reference
when citing a safety violation for
arboricultural operations.
Z133 defines electric hazard to exist
anytime a worker, tool, tree or any other
conductive object is closer than 10 feet
(3 m) from an energized overhead conductor rated to 50 kV or less (Figure 1).
The area of electric hazard expands 0.4
inch for each kilovolt above 50 kV, ultimately out to 35 feet (10 m) for lines
rated between 785kV and 800 kV. The
standard specifies that only qualified
line-clearance arborists (or trainees under the supervision of qualified
line-clearance arborists) can work inside
of these minimum approach distances.
Annex B of Z133 provides safety-training recommendations to qualify workers
as line-clearance arborists. So, OSHA
1910.269 and ANSI Z133 operate together to direct rigorous training
requirements for anyone working within
Z133s minimum approach distances for
energized conductors.
ANSI Z133 contains other important
provisions pertaining to electric hazards.
For example, it advises that there are two
different types of electric contact: direct
and indirect. Direct contact occurs when
someone contacts an energized fixture
for instance, a child climbing a tree ann
grabbing a power line directly. On the
other hand, indirect contact happens when
an individual touches a conductive object
in contact with an energized fixture. Arborists need to be aware that trees, people,
various tools, fences, telecom wires, the
ground and many other objects are conductive. The example at the opening of this
article where a tree worker was electrocuted illustrates the danger of indirect
contact through a tree.
A new stipulation in the latest edition
of Z133 is a warning of step potential.

Step potential is a hazard that can occur
when electricity goes to ground (a
round fault). Remember that when electricity goes to ground. it dissipates in
concentric "ripples" similar to those
formed when a rock falls in calm water.
As electricity dissipates. a voltage difference builds between one "ripple" and
another. Step potential develops when a
person standing near a ground fault with
his or her feet apart straddles that voltage difference. The danger is that
electricity will jump from higher to lower
voltage through the body. In effect, step
potential constitutes multiple contacts
with an energized, conductive object the ground. So. step potential is indirect
contact with high voltage through the
ground. Consequently, an arhorist (or
anyone else) who is merely standing near
a ground fault may be injured or electrocuted by step potential, even if not
touching an energized object like a tree.
Another pertinent clause in Z133 requires that anyone not employed by a
utility who intends to work inside minimum approach distances must notify the
operating utility before beginning operations. A utility needs to know if people
are working near their lines, so it can take
appropriate safety measures. This requirement applies only to qualified
line-clearance arborists: others should
not encroach upon the minimum approach distances under any
circumstances.
ANSI Z133 has many other safety requirements and recommendations that
cover more than just electric hazards.
One requirement is a pre-work job brief ing that reviews potential hazards
associated with the project, including
procedures, special precautions, personal
protective equipment, and work assignments as well as electric hazards and
other issues. Every arborist must honor
the recommendations and requirements
in Z133.

prevention is deliberately planned. An
electric hazard brings home the importance of accident prevention, because by
the time someone has contacted high
voltage, it is nearly always too late. The
only way to ensure safety around high
voltage is to fear it and use experience
and the provisions of Z133 to plan carefully to prevent direct or indirect contact.

Tree on line
If accident prevention fails and a tree
or tree part falls on a line, it is trouble.
The best course of action is to call the
operating utility and, if necessary, emer gency crews immediately. Maintain
minimum approach distances for every one. Respect these approach distances
from anything that is or could be ener -

.i..i. 1 ERR.-\T\. ...REE TRIMMER
The Jarraff all terrain tree trimmer provides power, performance
and productivity. The Jarraff requires virtually no set-up time.
And since workers never leave the ground, the Jarraff
adds safety to every job. Save time, money and
manpower with Jarraff.
Jarraff Features:
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• One-person operation
• Hydraulics run boom and traction
independently and continuously
• 75-foot maximum cuffing height

• Simple controls2 four-way joysticks
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Safety precautions
Don Blair in his book Arborist Equipment (1995) promotes the idea of
accident prevention as distinct from
safety. The concept holds that safety is
mundane and passive. hile accident

1730 Gault St. • St. Peter, MN 56082 • 14800-767-7112 • 1-507-934-8688 • FAX: 1-507-934-8690

email: jarratf@crystalcomm.net • www.jarraff.com
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gized. including the tree, fences, tools or
other objects. In order to avoid the risk
of step potential, do not violate minimum
approach distances with the base of the
tree, or tree part or other potentially energized object on the ground. If someone
is in the tree and he is still alive and not
being shocked, it is probably best for him
to stay put until the utility arrives to shut
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off power. rather than run a gauntlet of
electric hazard to evacuate the tree.
On the other hand, if the person is electrified, there is not much anyone can do to
mount a rescue without risking life and
limb. If there is enough energy present to
threaten one person, it is a good bet there
is enough to imperil others. Remember that
an energized human body, tree or climbing rope are all indirect contact threats.
Potential rescuers should not touch anything that is or could be energized.
Electrical contact will thwart the rescue by
injuring or killing the rescuer. That does
not help the original victim and compounds the tragedy by increasing the
number of casualties. In nearly all cases
where someone is energized, the only reasonable course of action is to wait for
utility and emergency crews to arrive. Regrettably, they often come too late for the
victim. That is why accident prevention is
so important.

Works as
fast and
hard as
a crew

Downed lines
Downed lines are extremely dangerous because they are accessible to people
on the ground for direct contact. They
can fall across and energize conductive
objects such as fences, vehicles or metalsided buildings, expanding the threat of
electrical contact exponentially. Moreover, live wires can arc and whip around,
potentially striking bystanders and inflicting physical or electrical injury.
Lines down across occupied vehicles
are special cases. In these instances,
people in the vehicle are usually safest
if they stay inside. Electricity will flow
like water off the vehicle to ground, and
ordinarily pose little danger to those
within. Call the utility and emergency
crews, and keep all others away. Do not
let anyone touch or stand near the car or
truck. Making contact with the ground
and an energized object at the same time
will provide a path to ground for electricity through the body.
There are few circumstances where
occupants of an energized vehicle are
safer to evacuate than to stay inside. Fire
is one of those cases. If occupants have
to evacuate, they must jump well clear.
They need to make sure to land without
touching the vehicle, and to avoid step
potential by landing with their feet together and without falling down. Then
clear minimum approach distances by
hopping, keeping feet together, or
bounding, touching only one foot to the
ground at any one time.

Mitigating tree hazards is
a professional responsibility
Low cost articulated tool carrier
moves limbs, logs, brush from
yards to street - fast. Quick
cycle time - no turn ruts - no
"re-dos". Saves time, labor,
money. Call now for details on
Swinger carriers/loaders.

800•656-6867
SWINGER
Please circle 19 on Reader Service Card
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Clearly, conflicts between trees and
power lines are hazardous. The status of
electric contact as one of the three big killers of arborists is reason enough for any
arborist to respect and fear high voltage.
However, the hazards caused by tree/
power line conflicts extend to the public
as well. Consider that if it is dangerous
for professional arborists to work on a
tree that has grown within 10 feet of energized conductors, it is at least as
danerous
for others to encounter elect=
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1997 FORD F800: Cummins
5.9L. 210 hp. 8 spd. air
brakes. 33GVW. with 17 ton
MANITEX Crane. 78 hook
height $59.500.

1999 1NT4700: 444E
230hp. 6 spd, air brakes,
33GVW.with 15 ton Terex
Crane. 113 hook height.
$62900.

1997 GMC C18500: CT
1998 MACK MS200 6 spd
3116, 275 hp. 8 spd, 16/40
24ft flatbed with 5 ton HIAB
rears, with 22 ton MANITEX
model 090 knuckleboom 29ft
boom 139ft hook height.
de reach $39 • 500
14 CCC miles $92500.

1995 INT 4900: DT466,
210 hp. 6 spd, 32,700
GVW. air brakes, with 61/2
ton Hiab 140, 26' side
'each, 74,000 miles.
Price with no body $34,500
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Price with flat/dump $39,900

Ve can get you any
body you want, or
get a one-of-a-kind youdesign body. custom built
with reasonable prices.
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86 FORD LNT8000: CAT 3208.
225 HP. 13 spd, air brakes,
68.000 lb GVW. with National
566B Crane, 118' hook height.
o viood flat. $34,500.

1995 CHEVY KODIAK:
CAT 3116. 6 spd, 33GVW.
with Altec LRIII. 55tt bucket
and dump /chip body.
$49500.
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1990 Ford F800: Gas. V8 on
propane, 6 speed, with HiRanger - model 6H65 bucket.
6.218 original miles. Looks and
runs like new. $56,500.
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1999 Ford F350: Used only as
a demonstrator, V10. Auto, A/C.
11GVW with 9/2ft aluminum
dump chip body (mulch,
firewood, etc...). roof comes off,
2.000 miles $24,900.

I
(4) 1992 - 93 Ford & Mack
diesels with Altec 50' AN650
buckets. $34,500 each.

88 Ford LNT9000: Cummins
LTA10, Fuller Road Ranger
spd +LO, tandem axle, with 9
ton Copma knuckleboom, 469"
max side reach. $44,900.

1988 GMC 7000: 8.21- diesel. 5
speed. 33 GVW. with 5 ton IMT
crane and dump body. $14,900.
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1987 Ford LTS9000: L10
Cummins. 8 speed +Lo +Lo/Lo,
l8ft, 44 gears with Barko model
80 log loader. 34,500.

1992 Ford F800: 7.8L diesel.
21O hp, Allison auto, 18 dump
bed, 35,000 lb GVW, with
Peterson loader. Use it for
wood, trash, logs. etc.... 32.000
original miles. $34,500.

90 Ford LTS9000: CAT 3406B.
Fuller Road anger sp.
+
+ LOLO. tandem axle, with 15
,...
ton Fassi knuckleboom. Si 7
may side reach $59,500.

89 INT 2375: Curiiiiiiiis LT 10
Fuller Roadranger 8 spd trans
LO. tandem axle, with 6'/2 ton
Hiab knuckleboom, model 160,
332" may side reach 42" forks.

88 Autocar AcM64: Cururnins
F
uller Road Ranger
LTA1O.
spd +LO. tandem axle, with 7
,
ton IMT knuckieboom. 417'
max side reach, pin-on forks.
539.500.
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1996 Rayco T175: Cio Ina.e
o.'.necl since ne.'. 900 hours,
rock teeth on stump cutler, with
flail mower, excellent condition.
$89 500
1996 Rayco T175: Stump cutler
with super teeth 1.400 hours
no flail mo\'Ier. $69,500.
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50 Bucket trucks. 15 Boom
trucks. 15 Knuckleboom trucks.
5 Sheetrock trucks. 10
Unmounted Knucklebooms. 15
Digger Derricks, 25 Mechanics
trucks with cranes, 30+ Fuel
and Lube trucks...

866-250-8262
--L50

.

www.opdykes.com

tric hazard through that tree. Every year
children and other innocent people are
injured, maimed or killed by contacting
a power line that they accessed while
climbing. Figure 2 shows a letter left by
five 11-year old girls who were competing to see how high they could climb in
a tree, with the highest climber having
the honor of placing the note. A utility
tree crew found this letter only 3 feet
from a 7.2 kV line. Pure luck saved these
girls from serious injury or being killed
by direct or indirect contact with high
voltage while at play.
Trees that grow or are blown by wind
into the power lines may become ener gized, and people touching or standing
near them are at risk. A poignant example
of indirect contact hazard through trees occurred when chain link fences throughout
a neighborhood were energized. A cottonwood adjacent to the fence line had grown
near a 138 kV transmission line. A property owner reported that whenever the
wind blew, branches would strike the
power line causing an arc, and the fences
in the neighborhood would rattle. They
rattled because they were electrified.
through either an energized root or the
ground. Had the utility not corrected the
situation immediately, serious injury or
electrocution from indirect contact with an
energized fence in their yards threatened
people throughout the neighborhood.
One of the important reasons for utility line-clearance work is to prevent

This note was left by five 11-year-old girls who were competing
to see who could climb highest in a tree. The highest climber got
the honor of placing the note. A utility tree crew found this note
3 feet from an energized conductor.

these dangers. Many utilities
have tens or even hundreds of
thousands of miles of line, and
scores or perhaps hundreds of
trees per mile. Any one of
these trees could provide direct or indirect access to
power lines, putting people at
serious risk. With such enormous exposure, utilities
simply cannot afford to leave
potentially hazardous tree
conditions.
Responsibility for mitigating tree-caused electric
hazard should not rest just
with utilities. All arborists
ANSI Z133 defines an electric hazard as any time a
have an obligation to protect
worker, tool, tree or other conductive object is closer
than 10 feet from an energized overhead conductor
the public from hazards
of 50 kV or less. Electric hazard expands with increascaused by trees. As a profesing voltane out to 'S ft for lines rated between 785
sion, we take that
kV and 800 kV.
responsibility very seriously.
may fall and crush someone. FurtherFor example, no responsible arborist
more, no responsible arborist would
would fail to order the prompt removal
disregard a large co-dominant stem with
of a mature oak with advanced
included bark that was splitting out and
Armillaria root rot from a place where it
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threaten inc the public.
Similarly, no responsible arborist
'Should neglect tree/powerline conflicts.
Flowever, many otherwise responsible
arborists oppose utility line-clearance
\\ork as heavy handed and unnecessary.
Regrettably, this is every bit as much a
dereliction of professional duty as opposing the removal of a mature oak with
:\rmillaria teetering next to someone's
home. Clearly, the results in both cases
can be the same, with victims just as inured. just as maimed or just as dead.
This is not to say that all utilities are
always right and always exercise good
judgement. However. any responsible
resolution to tree/powerline conflicts
must consider electric hazard as seriouslv as hazards caused by Arinillaria,
included hark or an \ other factor.

Conclusion
Electrical contact is one of the three
No killers of arborists. Moreover, hazards resulting from tree/pow erlirie

conflicts mean accidents every year
leave children and other innocent people
disabled or dead. Arborists have a professional obligation to mitigate hazards
caused by trees. So, for their own safety
as well as that of the public. arborists
need to know and understand electricity
and electrical hazard.
Electricity takes the path of least resistance to ground though any suitable
path, including the human body. When
it passes through a person. current can
cause death or permanent disability. Arborists can protect themselves by careful
planning for accident avoidance by using experience, by honoring safety
standards for arboricultural operations
such as ANSI Z133. and by being aware
of step potential. Finally, arborists have
the same obligation to protect the public
from hazards caused by tree/power line
conflicts as they have to mitigate other
hazards caused by trees.
Arborists should strive to eliminate
electrical contact as one of their three big

killers. and to protect the public from
electric hazard. Success will prevent ac cidents such as the one at the beginning
of this article where someone contacted
high voltage through a tree, called for
help, and fell silent.
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For more information about your vegetation
management or line clearance needs

Contact our Sales Office:
800 943-0065
Nelson Tree Service, Inc.
13477 Prospect Road, Suite 210
Strongsville, Ohio 44149
Phone: 440 846-6077 • Fax: 440 846-6082
www.nelsontree.com
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Status of Job Safety & Health Regulations
Affecting the Tree Care Industry
Since January is a traditional time to establish long-terms plans and agendas. the
NAA Governmental Affairs staff thought it appropriate to share the following list of
key regulatory issues that we monitor with TCI readers.
Subject

CFR Citation

Last Action

Status

Cranes, derricks, hoists,
elevators, and conveyors

29 CFR 1926

Existing rule is based
in part on consensus
standards dating to
1969 and before

Notice of intent to establish
negotiated rulemaking
committee expected
December 2001

DOT hours of service for
drivers; drivers' rest and
sleep for safe operations

49 CFR 1.73, 395

Proposed rule to limit
number of hours
commercial drivers
can operate without a
rest issued May 2,
2000

NOTICE OF PROPOSED
RULEMAKING comment
period ended Dec. 15.
2000; final action expected
September 2002

Ergonomics programs:
preventing
musculoskeletal disorders

29 CFR 1910

Final rule withdrawn
April 23. 2001

Announcement of DOL
decision on how to address
musculoskeletal disorders
expected December 2001

Exit routes (means of
egress)

29 CFR 1910.35,
1910.36. 1910.37,
1910.38

Proposed rule issued
Sept. 10, 1996

Final rule expected June
2002

Flammable and
combustible liquids:
update and revision

29 CFR 1910.106

Identified as part of
agency initiative to
update 30-year old
safety standards

Withdrawn Sept. 24, 2001
because of resource
constraints

Injury and illness
prevention

29 CFR 1900.1

OSHA is looking to
address the continued
high rate of workplace
injuries, illnesses, and
fatalities

Notice of proposed
rulemaking expected
December 2002

Recordkeeping and
reporting occupational
injuries and illnesses
(new 300 form)

29 CFR 1904, 1952.4

Jan. 1, 2002 effective
date confirmed July 3,
2001. Court challenge
settled November
2001.

Final rule effective Jan. 1,
2002; enforcement delayed
120 days.

Respiratory protection
(proper use of modern
respirators)

29 CFR 1910.134.
1915.152. 1918.102.
1926.103

Final rule adopted
Jan. 8, 1998

Notice of proposed
rulemaking expected by
September 2002

Safety and health
programs

29 CFR 1910, 1915.
1917, 1918

Non-mandatory
guidelines issued in
1989: draft rule
circulated November
1998

No date set for proposed
rule

Walking/working surfaces
and personal fall
protection systems

29 CFR 1910
Subparts D, I

Proposed rule issued
April 10. 1990

NOTICE OF PROPOSED
RULEMAKING expected
December 2002

STUMP CUTTER
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Solid
3/4" Shank
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Shoulder Stop
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Doubles Cutting Speed
Eliminates Wheel Wear
Patented New Power Bend
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IRS Reporting Rules
Simplified to Aid Small
Businesses
On December 10, 2001 the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
announced the simplification of accounting rules affecting many small
businesses. Under the new rules,
small business tax payers with average gross receipts of between $1
million and $10 million will be allowed to use the cash method of
accounting as opposed to the accrual
and inventory methods they were
previously required to use. Firms
grossing under $1 million were previously allowed to use the cash
method, so they are not affected.
This simplification could affect
over 500,000 firms that, by the old
regulations, were required to report
under more costly and time-intensive
requirements.
Congressional proponents of the
accounting change. including Senator Kit Bond (R-MO) and Rep. Wally
Herger (R-CA) who introduced legislation earlier this year, were
pleased with the revisions. Bond applauded the regulatory change and
specifically referenced the benefits to
service businesses.
This is welcome news for businesses that handle their finances with
a checkbook and perhaps the latest
version of QuickenTt. Company
managers should review these IRS
rules changes with their bookkeeper
Of- accountant.
Peter Gersrenherç'er is vice president of business management, safety
& education for the National Arborist Association.
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ON ALL MORBARK COMPONENTS
Nine Heavy Duty Models
Disc and Drum Style

ISN'T IT TIME YOU LOOKED A T A MORBA RK?
MORBARK
THE CHIPPER COMPANY
'

800-831-0042 www.morbark.com
Call or check our websute for the location of your nearest dealer.
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veryone wants to build a stronger business in today's volatile
economy. Every time we turnaround we see reports of layoffs, reduced
earnings, and concern for the future, but
economists predict a mid-year rebound.
How do you respond to these volatile
times? Some try reducing labor costs, mar keting, advertising and even training. A
weakened organization that has focused on
cutting, however, may not be able to capitalize on an improved economy. A better
approach is to build a more efficient and
productive labor force.
You are probably asking, How can I
create an efficient and productive
workforce of loyal, committed, talented,
and skilled employees? Workforce magazine publishes a biennial survey, which
gives us insights not only how, but why.
The top 10 percent of the firms, based
on the way they handle their workforce,
have per-employee sales of $617,576.
The bottom 10 percent have only
$158,101. As you can see, good employee practices are great business
practices.
Good employee practices begin with
some simple and basic actions. Here are
the most important ones:

Ensure individual
productivity
Ensure you have the right person in the
18

job. Examine the productivity of each
employee and evaluate to see if the employee is meeting expectations or
lagging behind. Set standards and measure employees against those standards
to spot those not pulling their weight.
Take corrective steps if someone is not
productive.

Upgrade staff
For those who are not meeting standards, identify why and resolve the
situation. With some it may be a lack of
skill or knowledge. For them, training
will help. For others it is a matter of job
fit. If they don't have the self-discipline,
desire, determination, and capability to
do the job, they must be replaced with
someone who does.
You should have many candidates to
pick from. Choose carefully. Testing to
see if they match the position pays dividends. Top firms have 36.55 applicants
per job, and bottom firms have only 8.24.
Of the top firms, 29.67 percent hire based
on a validated selection test, while only
4.79 percent of the bottom firms do.

Develop skills
Especially in a customer contact business involving equipment and trees, it is
critical that all employees are highly
skilled. One careless word can lose a
customer for life, and one careless act
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JANUARY 2002

can cause an accident or mishap. Remember the old adage about training
employees. "What happens if, after training them, they just leave?" A better
question is, "What happens if you don't
train them and they stay?" The top firms
invest 116.87 hours of training for a new
employee (all industries) and the bottom
firms invest only 35.02.

Reward positive
performance
People are motivated to do what benefits them. If you want employees to
perform well, they must be rewarded.
Some say. "I pay them a salary, why
should I share or give them anything
else?" You should only do it if you want
the employee to be committed to giving
his or her best effort, applying creativ ity, and doing the things necessary to
make the company successful. Rewarding performance is more than just "pats
on the back" and prizes. It can be a for mal incentive pay plan or a strong merit
increase system that recognizes and rewards high performance and penalizes
under-performers. Raises, based on per formance rather than tenure, make good
fiscal sense. Of the top 10 percent of the
firms, 87.27 had a workforce whose
merit increase or incentive pay was tied
to performance, while only 23.36 percent
of the bottom 10 percent had the same.

Innovative plans can be elastic, which
expand with the good times and high per formance to keep employees, yet shrink to
adjust for lower company earnings and
even lower mdix idual performance.

Provide performance
feedback
The only way an employee can improve
is with candid and frequent performance
feedback. Imagine athletes who practice
and play each week without knowing if
they score or even assist others to score.
Unfortunately. we ask employees to he
motivated and improve consistently yet
many do not know how they are doing or
even what needs to improve. If you want
to improve employee performance, pro'de regular feedback and appraisal. Of the
top 10 percent of firms, 95.17 employees
regularly receive performance appraisals
w bile only 41.31 percent of the bottom 10
percent do. Feedback is essential to top

performance. Of the top 10 percent. 5 1.67
percent get performance feedback from
multiple sources, and of the bottom 10
percent only 3.90 percent get the same.
How often do employees get real feedback and quality appraisal of their
performance? A brief conversation along
the lines of. 'Here is how you are doing
and here is your raise." is not a real per formance appraisal and can't even come
close to meaningful performance feedback.

Provide positive
leadership
How employees are treated makes a
tremendous difference in not only how
they perform. but also whether they stay.
The most important skill to develop is
people skills. The leadership and management skills are the foundation on
which everything else sits. Don't buy a
new truck or new tools and fail to invest
in developing strong leadership and man-

agement skills. Employees see the vision
of the company through the eyes of the
leader. Develop a compelling vision and
a clear strategic plan for all aspects of
the business, especially employees your human capital. They are the success imperative for the company.
No one knows what the future will
bring! Whether the economy improves.
stays the same, or even worsens, those
who concentrate on developing a stronger. more productive, more talented
workforce and retain them will not only
weather bad times but will position themselves for a great leap forward when
conditions improve. You will not get a
better chance to upgrade your workforce.
Begin now and take advantage of the predicted business upturn.
Wayne Outlaw is the author of
"Smart Staffing: How to Hire. Reward.
and Keep Top People for Your Grow TCI
ing Company."
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The new Long Reack.
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storing your sticksaw o r
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pruner in between cuts
or when handling
- brush. The tool saver
Can accommodate two
tools. A specially designed swivel plate can
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Events & Seminars
Don't miss these upcoming events

January 7-11, 2002
Advanced Landscape Plant IPM
PHC Short Course
Department of Entomology
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
Contact: Debbie Wilhoit, (301) 405-3913,
e-mail: dw34@umail.umd.edu or visit
http://www.pest.umd.edu/eventsevents.html
January 8-10, 2002
Pennsylvania Turfgrass Council
Eastern Pa. Turf Conference & Trade
Show
Valley Forge Convention Center
King of Prussia, PA 19406
Contact: Nancy Bosold, (610) 378-1327
or e-mail nfbl @psu.edu
January 16-18, 2002
Mid-America Horticultural Trade Show
Navy Pier,
Chicago, Ill.
Contact: (847) 526-2010 or
www.midam.org
January 17, 2002
Connecticut Tree Protective Association
80th Annual Meeting
Aqua Turf
Plantsville, CT
Contact: (203) 484-2512 (or, in Connecticut: 1-888-919-2872)
January 18-19, 2002
The Idaho Nursery Association
2002 Idaho Horticulture Expo
Boise, ID
Contact: Ann Bates,
1-800-INA GROW (462-4769)
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January 21-24, 2002
72nd Annual Michigan Turfgrass
Conference
Holiday Inn - South
Lansing, Mich.
Contact: Kay Patrick (517) 321-1660
or visit www.michiganturfgrass.org
January 21-February 15, 2002
ACRT, Inc.
Commercial/Residential Arborist
(Spanish & English)
Wilbur Wright College
Chicago, IL 60634
Contact: Lois Tennant, 1-800-847-3541
January 23-24, 2002
Massachusetts Tree Wardens
and Foresters Association
90th Annual Conference
Host Hotel & Conference Center
Sturbridge, Mass.
Contact: Pat Felix, (781) 894-4759
January 24, 2002
Pennsylvania Turfgrass Council
Northeastern Pa. Turf School & Trade
Show
The Woodlands Inn & Resort
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702
Contact: Andrew McNitt, (814) 863-1368
or e-mail asm4@psu.edu
January 27-29, 2002
Wisconsin Arborist Association
38th Annual Tree Care Conference
& Trade Show
Regency Suites
Green Bay, Wis.
Contact: Jesse Ziemienski,
(262) 542-0404
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January 28-29, 2001
Think Trees New Mexico
Crown Plaza Hotel
Albuquerque, N.M.
Contact: Bernalillo County Extension
Service, (505) 243-1386
February 3-5, 2002
37th Annual Penn-Del Chapter - ISA
Shade Tree Symposium
Lancaster Host Resort
Lancaster, Penn.
Contact: (215) 795-0411
February 7-9, 2002
New England Grows
Hynes Convention Center
Boston, Mass.
Contact: (508) 653-3009, fax: (508) 6534112, or visit www.NEGrows.org .
February 7-May 2, 2002
12-session Arborists' and Tree Workers'
Certification Preparation Course
Brea Civic & Cultural Center
Orange County, CA
Contact: Ted Stamen, (909) 656-3431,
fax: (909) 656-3451
February 9, 2002
Long Island Arboricultural Association
Annual Tree Conference
Hofstra University
Hempstead, NY
Contact: LIAA Office, (516) 454-6550
February 10-12, 2002
Ohio Chapter ISA Tree Care Conference
and Trade Show
Columbus Marriott North
Columbus, Ohio
Contact: (216) 381-1740

February 12, 2002
Stockbridge School Job Fair
Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass.
Contact: Call (413) 545-2222, e-mail
stocky@fnr.umass.edu or visit
www.umass.edu/stockbridge
February 13-17, 2002
National Arborist Association
Winter Management Conference
Ritz-Canton Kapalua
Maui, Hawaii
Contact: Carol Crossland, (800) 733-2622;
crossland @ natlarb.com
February 15, 2002
College of Extended Learning at
California State Univ., San Bernardino
Western States Palm Conference
The Arboretum of Los Angeles County
Arcadia, CA 91007
Contact: Karen Yates, (909) 880-5977,
fax: (909) 880-7065

February 19-20, 2002
ACRT, Inc.
Cultural Diversity for Supervisors
Wilbur Wright College
Chicago, IL 60634
Contact: Lois Tennant, 1-800-847-3541

February 25-March 1, 2002
ACRT
Basic Arborist
2545 Bailey Road
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44221
Contact: Lois Tennant, 1-800-847-3541

February 19-20, 2002
University of Illinois
Southern III. Grounds Maintenance School
Gateway Convention Center
Collinsville, IL
Contact: Ron Cornwell, (618) 692-9434

February 26-28, 2002
Western Pa. Turf Conference & Trade
Show
Pittsburgh ExpoMart/Radisson Hotel
Monroeville, PA 15146
Contact: R. Eric Oesterling, (724) 8371402 or e-mail reol @psu.edu or Thomas
Bettle, (412) 257-2313 or e-mail
tbettle @ stargate.net

February 20-22, 2002
ISA-Ontario 54th Annual Conference
and Trade Show
Clearly International Centre
Windsor, Ontario, Canada
Contact: (519) 376-1882
February 20-22, 2002
Landscape Contractors Association
Winter Workshop 2002 "Grow in Winter"
Bethesda, Md.
Contact: Laura Lloyd-Henry, (301) 948-0810

February 26- March 1, 2002
American Society of Consulting Arborists
Consulting Academy
Doubletree O'Hare Hotel Rosemont, III.
Contact: (301) 947-0483 or
www.asca-consultants.org

Send information ony our event to:
Tree Care Inthistrv, 3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1, Jwul,e.sier. VH 03103
Fax: (603) 314-5386
E-mail: Ziniinskv@ natlarh. ow

He speaks your language.
Providing you with:
• Fast Reliable Service
• The Right Tools for the Job
• Expert Advice

Please circle 3 on Reader Scis Ice
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Deere Sells Homelite;
Closes Tenn. Factory
Deere & Company announced recently
that it sold its Homelite consumer products business to TechTronics Industries
Co.. Ltd. of Hong Kong.
Under terms of the agreement.
TechTronics will own the Homelite
brand of handheld and power equipment
that is well-established in mass-market
outlets. TTI will also own the Green
Machine brand name previously used by
Deere on handheld and power equipment.
Deere announced in August that it
planned to exit the Homelite business.
Deere said the company's extensive
dealer network will continue to market
the John Deere Pro Series line of
handheld and portable power equipment
for commercial users. Deere said this
announcement does not affect other John
Deere products made for consumers.
Deere said the sale of the Homelite
business affects operations in Chihuahua.
Mexico, as well as Greer. S.C.. and Charlotte. N.C. This sale does not include the
John Deere facility in Columbia, S.C.,
that makes saw chain as part of the
Homelite operations. That business is
being marketed separately.
Deere & Company also said recently
it plans to close and sell its Loudon.
Tenn., factory and move the production
of skid steer loaders from there to the
company's Dubuque. Iowa. facility. The
move will eliminate excess production
capacity and increase manufacturing ef ficiency in Deere's construction and
forestry division.
Deere employs about 370 people in
production and engineering and 50 more
in sales and marketing at its Loudon factory. Although some of those employees
will be offered transfers to Dubuque or
Moline, the majority of Deere employees in Loudon will lose theirjobs and will
receive severance packages.
Layoffs will likely total more than 300
employees, according to company officials.
The transition will take place over the
next several months and the Loudon
22

plant will close totally within the next
year. The company said it had not defined the exact timing oft/ic iiiore or the
number of London employees that will
be asked to transfer.
In Dubuque. Deere will add more than
200 wage jobs but said it does not plan
to hire new employees for these positions
because it has enough current employ ees to fill the work assignments. Salaried
positions in Dubuque will also increase
by more than 75 and will be filled by
people who transfer from Loudon and
through other hiring processes within the
company.
Deere had previously announced that
it was implementing a corporatewide
comprehensive strategy to gain substantial improvement in business
performance. The company has also
stated that it is significantly reducing the
manufacturing and marketing costs in its
construction and forestry division, which
manages the skid steer loader product
line.
This action by Deere is expected to
result in pretax charges of about $30 million, primarily in the first quarter of
fiscal 2002, company officials said.

ACRT Adds
Environmental Services
ACRT, Inc.. has added environmental services to its consulting and training
business. According to President Michael
Weidner, the firm has hired a group of geologists, environmental scientists and
environmental engineers based at the
company's Ohio headquarters. They will
travel to manage projects for ACRT's national and international clients.
Weidner says the environmental services group will provide the firm's utility
clients with the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) assessments they need
before starting line maintenance and construction projects.
ACRT will also provide public- and
private-sector clients with environmental
assessments, environmental impact studies,
wetlands studies and other ecological ser vices. In addition to serving ACRT's
traditional clients, which include utility,
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JANUARY 2002

municipal and commercial arborists. the
environmental services group will workwith federal, state and local entities to provide the environmental impact studies
necessary before government funded or licensed projects can be permitted. The
group will also provide the private sector.
commercial lenders and real estate buyers
with the due diligence studies required for
environmental regulation compliance, and
for most industrial and commercial real
estate transactions.

Clopyralid Contamination
Found in Compost
For the second time in two years.
residues of clopyralid were found in
two compost facilities in Washington,
according to the Pesticide Action Network Updates Services. Clopyralid is
the active ingredient in Confront, and
is a persistent herbicide that breaks
down extremely slowly, especially in
composting. This chemical was also
recently found contaminating compost
in Pennsylvania and New Zealand.
Cl o p yra lid s persistence, mobility in
soil and water solubility allow it cause
serious damage to plants. It is toxic to
sunflowers, tomatoes, potatoes and legumes at levels of 10 parts per billion
(ppb).
Residue testing of compost at the
facilities revealed clopyralid levels between 73 and 80 ppb. These levels
have the potential to damage crops.
gardens and nurseries.
Actions have been taken to ameliorate the problem. Washington State
University is requiring vendors of
straw and hay to be used in compost
to guarantee their product is pesticidefree.
A campaign started in Spokane.
Wash., aims to educate the public concerning the importance of
pesticide-free compost. Public utilities
in Oregon and Washington asked EPA
to require that there be no residual
herbicides in compost after a 60 to 90
day cycle.
In addition, the U.S. Composting
Council is asking Dow AgroSciences.

the miiufacturer ol Confront. to hu
the contaminated compost and compensate for all losses.

Clendening VP of Sales
& Support at Time Mfg.
Brett
Cl end en in g
has been appointed vice
president of
and
aIes
customer
support at
Time Manufacturing Co.
Clendening
has been a Clendening
part of the
Time group of companies for over
seven years. most recently serving as
sales and marketing manager for the
Self-Propelled Division of Time Condor Corp.
Clendening's responsibilities will
include the oversight of the sales administration department, special
account sales, distributor sales, and the
parts and service departments.

4

The Hartford' ,, Fose is ii Ic office
employs about 200 people in
Pennsylvania's Lehigh Valley.
In addition to this employee-driven
effort by Fogelsville staffers. The Hartford has contributed $700,000 to the
September 11th Fund, which was established by the United Way and The New
York Community Trust to help those af fected by the tragedy.

Husqvarna Garners
Innovation Award
l-lusqvarna' s new lv developed
325 HDA55x hedge trimmer recently won
the Wageningen Innovation Award 2001
in the Netherlands.
The award is given to innovative products for agriculture, forest and garden care.
"We're very proud of the award." declared Kees van Opdorp, managing director
of Husqvarna Netherlands.
The Husqvarna 325HDA55x hedge
trimmer won the award in the category
"Tool for green spaces." Fifty products
were nominated from an assortment of'
more than 500. spread across 13 product areas.

stocked

TO KEEP YOU

well equipped

Our new 160 full color page catalog
of professional tools and equipment for the
arborist. Landscaper and serious gardener
will lea
quite a'
impressior
with over

400 new
items!
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Featuring tne newest technc.:.
in arborist tools and climbing
equipment.

Check out Bishop Company's new
catalog of professional tools and
equipment for the landscaper.

Hartford Employees
Donate $3k for Sept. 11
Employees of The Hartford Financial
Services Group's Fogelsville. Pa.. operations have raised more than $3.000 for
the Shanksville (Pa.) Volunteer Fire
Company, the first fire department to respond to the crash of United Airlines
Flight 93 on Sept. 11.
Representatives from The Hartford
presented a check representing their
fund-raising efforts to Assistant Fire
Chief Rick King and other fire and rescue officials in mid-November at a
ceremony at the Shanksville Fire Station.
A portion of the funds will be used to
finance a new tanker truck, which will
be dedicated to the heroes of Flight 93.
"Our employees wanted to do something to help." explained Blame
Holden. sales manager of The
Hartford's Personal Lines Affinity
Office in Fogelsville.
This seemed like a natural thing for
us to do. Shanksville is a small community and so are we."

WE'RE

III

-

Become a Bishop Company cieae
and stop sending your customers
away empty handed.

325HDA55x
hedge trimmer

The hedge trimmer is the latest in the
line of newly developed hedge trimmers
that have left Husqvarna's factory in
Huskvarna. Sweden, this year.
The 325HDA55x is intended for
people who work professionally in parks
and cemeteries.
The prize was awarded by a jury consisting of expert members from: The
Ministry of Agriculture: Wageningen
University and Research Centre: DLV
Mechanisation. Dronten: and Innovation
and Applied Agricultural Science Centre IPC Plant, Ede.

bishop
company

P.O. Box 870, Whittier, CA 90608

1-800-421-4833
or saIe1bishco.com
4 Hr. Fax 56-698-38
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Cutting Edge
PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Vermeer BC1000xI brush chipper
T30 and T40 Tractor Arches
Future Forestry Products Inc. has recently added the T30
and T40 tractor arches to its line. These arches aid in
moving large logs without heavy or expensive equipment.
These new arches are similar in concept to the ATV Forwarding Arch, but capable of much larger diameter logs and
heavier
loads. The
:
I
T series
arches are
designed to
lift and carry
logs clean
•
______
off the
ground for
low impact
removals clean logs for portable sawmills and low power requirements. The arch eliminates the need for high-value logs to
be cut into pieces for removal. For more information, contact
Future Forestry Products at P.O. Box 1083 Willamina, OR
97396, call 1-888-258-1445, e-mail
contact@futureforestry.com or visit www. futureforestry.com .
•

:

Vermeer has introduced the BC1 000xl brush chipper. This unit
has all the features of its predecessor - the BC1 000 - but with
a larger feed opening of 12 by 17 inches. The cutter drum can
handle wood up to 12 inches in diameter. A clutchiess PTO
allows the drum to be engaged without using a traditional
engine clutch, idler pulley, or sliding the engine. Extensive
steps have been
taken to produce
a quiet machine
'A
with reduced
vibration. To that
end, the
BC1000xI has a
rubber-mounted
U011! N!11K
engine and feed
housing, rubber
torsion suspension, a patent pending noise reducing design,
and an optional sound abatement package. This brush chipper
has a 66 inch long feed table and a gear-driven discharge
chute. For more information, contact Vermeer at 1-888VERMEER or visit www.vermeer.com .

Please circle 190 on Reader Service Card
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Bandit Introduces 24-inch
Whole Tree Chipper

VersaDyne has introduced a new compact articulated wheel loader/
tool carrier. It provides tool visibility, pilot control hydraulics, ergonomic
operator's station, universal
tool carrier and 2-speed auto
shift drivetrain. The new 3,000
lb. lift capacity loader/carrier
features hydro/mechanical
drive with an 85 hp Cummins
turbo diesel and an integrated
rear axle/transfer case with
10 degree oscillation (stays
level). Front and rear axles
include 45 percent limited slip differentials for skidless operation on turf
and other sensitive surfaces. Axles feature planetary reduction hubs
and internal sealed wet brakes. For more infoormation, contact
VersaDyne, the Loader Division of NMC-WOLLARD, Inc. at 2021 Truax
Blvd., Eau Claire, WI 54703, call Kevin Bird at 1-800-656-6867, e-mail:
loaders @ nmc-wollard.com or visit www.nmc-wollard.com .

Bandit has added a 24-inch diameter capacity
unit to its line
of whole tree
chippers. The
Model 2400
Tree Bandit
is designed
for high
.
production
loggers and
land clearers.
It produces approximately 100 tons of chips per
hour, depending on the quality and size of
material being processed. The hydraulic FiveWheel Feed System consists of two horizontal
and two vertical wheels with an added top wheel
set on a diagonal. The extra wheel nearly doubles
the feed wheel surface area that comes in contact
with the wood and makes it extremely easy to
feed large trees as well as short, blocky material.
For more information, contact Bandit Industries at
1-800-952-0178 or visit www.banditchippers.com .

Please circle 192 on Reader Service Card
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VersaDyne compact loader/tool carrier

-
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Dynamic Stumpro Self - Propelled Stump Grinder

______________

•

I

.•
I

i

T •..

- •--

,

Dynamic Manufacturing of Weidman, Mich., has introduced the
Stumpro self-propelled stump grinder. The fully hydrostatic drive
Stumpro is compact and maneuverable. Direct hydraulic drives put
the power to the cutter head, stopping damage to belts. The foursided cutter tooth is aimed at increasing efficiency. The dualpurpose stabilizer/blade allows for stability while cutting, and levels
the site smooth when the job is done. The Stumpro is available in
three sizes. For more information, contact Dynamic Manufacturing
at (989) 644-8109, or visit www.pik-n-pak.com .
Please circle 194 on Reader Service Card
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Versalift VO -260- 1
Time Manufacturing Co. has introduced the Versalift VO-260-1, an expanded edition of the VO-250/255-1 line of treemaintenance aerials. The VO-260-1 is an insulated tree care
aerial with a platform height of 60 feet and working height of
65 feet. A new option on the VO-260 is the placement of
the Unitrol single stick control between the upper boom
An___
and the platform, giving the operator three sides of the
_____
platform free from obstructions. Standard features include
___
Ilk
maximum overcenter horizontal side reach of 50 feet, 8
inches; maximum non-overcenter side reach of 46 feet, 6
inches; upper boom articulation of 245 degrees; bower
boom articulation of 125 degrees; and maximum platform capacity of 350 lbs. For more information, visit Time Manufacturing/Versalift at www.versalift.com .
'
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How To Eliminate the
Labor of a 3 - man Crew
• v-_

.

A Two-day Job Got Done in 8 Hours!
This ImpleMax 4836Lw Is Unbelievable!"
•

- NY

See the ImpleMax 4836 Lw video!
The ImpleMax 4836Lw attaches to Tractors, Tracked
Skid Loaders, Skid Steers & Articulated Loaders!

Great Financing Again Available
Pay NO Interest For Up To 6 M on th s !*
Order your ImpleMax in January, Make
•r

pflfl

in-

vestment I ye made! Awesome! Cali me, I'd be mo
than happy to help with detailed answers
men

1 , 7 Th- Y- -

NO Payments 'til Auaust2002
-

Put the 48361-w to work immediately. It could
pay for itself before your first payment is due!
O

Witn 24h0

Sh

MonthS same-as

Max

FREE Video
Call 800-587-6656
24 Hours
www.implemax.com

ImpleMax Equipment Co., Inc.
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What is the "Incident/Severity Rate"?

To an insurer, the 'incident/Severity Rate" is a means of
forecasting the future based on history. If we don't learn from
history, we are doomed to repeat it and insurance companies know this!
When an accident occurs, there is the human aspect the
pain and suffering of that individual and then there is the
financial aspect. We have to measure the likelihood of an accident occurring again, and what the severity of that incident
will be. There is a phrase: frequency breeds severity. If the
frequency of accidents is high, then it increases your chances
of having a highly severe accident. It is important to measure
how a group is performing.
To determine the incident rate, we need to know the number of accidents from one year and the total number of hours
worked in that year by all workers combined. We also need a
constant number so that we can compare all companies in the
same manner; in this case we use the constant of 10.000 hours.
This would be the equivalent to each member of a five-per son crew working 2,000 hours annually.
To find the incident rate, we do the following math:

By Joseph

-

Toiiiinasi (111(1 Peter Gerstenberger

Your company s sat etv program is vital to its profitability, professionalism and success.
An effective program should certainly enable your company to prevent injuries, vehicle accidents and property
damage. By doing so, your safety program can also lower
your insurance costs.
But that is only the beginning. A real/v effective safety
program can also:
• Satisfy contractor/commercial client bidder requirements
• Boost crew productivity
• Ensure OSHA compliance
• Produce better motivated employees
• Improve ability to finish jobs on time and within budget
• Enhance your company's reputation.
As an industry, we need to devote more attention and resources to safety. From the rather unique perspective of
having administered safety in a large company and communicating safety to an
industry, it feels as
K.
tho ug h safety is n ot
Ar
in
dustry growth. As
evidence of this a year
ago the National Ar
borist
Association
learned that its endorsed
insurance program carrier would be ending its

-

-

Number of accidents X 10,000 hours
Total number of hours worked
Let's say that we had a five-person crew that worked 11,500
hours and in those hours we had three accidents. The equation looks like this:
3 accidents X 10.000 hours
11,500 hours worked
When you do this formula, you come out with an incident
rate of 2.6 accidents. What that says is that every time this
crew works 10,000 hours, the likelihood is that 2.6 people
or in this case, round 2.6 off to 3 are going to get hurt.

-

-

-

--

-

Severity Rate

workers' compensation
coverage f or more t h

Next, we need to measure the severity rate. An example ol
severity is the amount of time lost following an accident. Let's
assume you lost 40 days during the course of a year due to an
accident. To get the severity rate. use a formula similar to the
previous one:
,

40 days X 10.000 hours
11,500 hours worked
-

Here, the answer we come up with is a severity rate of
around 36. The likelihood is that every time we ge nerate
10.000 hours, we are actually going to lose 36 to 40 days out
of that. How many of you can afford to function in that environ me nt?
Every day, we want to send everybody home with all their
fingers and toes and with profit for the organization. If we
don't keep our incident/severity rate low, we are going to find
ourselves with employees who are off work or off the job.

-

Safety, production, employee morale and company reputation go

300 companies.
Around the country,
other insurance providers are dropping t heir
r
tre e car e
dramatically increasing
their rates.
iiy.

n th e

case, we discovered that
during 1999 and 2000,
our workers' compensation program had been running at an underwriting loss. In
other words, the carrier was paying out more in claims than
it was gaining in premiums. Later on, while researching the
feasibility of a captive insurance program and in analyzing
hand in hand.
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the historic data. v e discovered that our
program had been running at a loss ratio
of 80 percent for five years. That means
that out of every $100 gathered from premiums, $80 was paid out strictly for
claims. To an insurance company. that is
not a lucrative situation.

Safety as the profit
center
The goal that we want to shoot for is
simple: "Safety is a profit center because
my workers' comp rates are significantl'
lower than my competitors' and thu1
safety means money in my pocket." This
\\ as an actual statement from a compan\
that has been successfully managing it
losses with a proactive safety program.
This is only one aspect of safety: the financial aspect. Certainly there is a human
- or morale - aspect of safety. The direct
costs of being unsafe are easier to measure and talk about.
If you are bidding work for a municipality or a large commercial client. the\
are going to look at your accident rates as
dl as your safety program. Organizations
like these want to see people with good
safety histories on their property. If you
don't qualify, you don't get a chance to bid.
If you do qualify and bid, and if your rates
are higher than your peers' rates, the likelihood is that you are going to have to cut
on either your profitability or someplace
else in order to get the job. Ultimately. the
person with the better rate is going to come
out the winner.
The goal is to make safety become a
cultural activity - the norm for your workers and yourself. When people know what
the safety expectations are and they are
performing to those expectations. there is
less likelihood of safety violations. There
P., a comfort zone with the employees if
they know what your expectations are and
what your safety values are. They can perform professionally automatically. That is
what safety is all about.

Many small companies - which make
up the bulk of NAA's membership - report that their safety program consists of
being very vigilant every day when they
are out with the crew on the job. That
mindset. while admirable for the present.
presents problems for the future. What
happens when the company grows and
the owner cannot be the watchdog for ev-

have very interesting perceptions.
One company owner said he doesn't
have a written policy, but holds safety
meetings once a week. That was his
program.
Others feel that management has a
negligible role in safety day to day, and
that any safety program worth its salt
should be directed at the field.

Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc.

• 628 North Portland St., Ridgeville. IN 47380 •

• Hours: Mon-Fri. 8-5: Sat.. By appt. only •

Call: 1-800-856-2064 . Ask for Chris Jones
4

Airport Pickup • Delix cry Available 4 Finance Companies Available 4-Affordable Pricing for Eerr one 4 D.O.T. 4 Cert. Dielectric Testing

Trucks to Work With, Not On

BRAND

In your mind, what is a safety program?
We have found that company owners can
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ery crew?
What the NAA regards as a proper
safety program has a few basic elements.

Management
commitment.
Management needs to take ownership of

the program. Safety isn't a book or videotape; it is a culture. You need to get that
safety culture into the operation so it can
be self-sustaining. Direct involvement,
leading by example, and providing the necessary funds to acquire training materials
and protective equipment are just a few
actions that show true commitment and

ownership of the safety program.

Employee involvement.
Look to the employees to take ownership of their portion of the program.
Take input from the employees and
giving advice. One way or the other.
involving the employees in your safety
program is a must.
Consider human nature. Is it human
nature to just fall into line when things
are dictated to us without us having any
input? Would any of you react well in
that type of environment? If you can give
the employee some ownership of the process of safety, you will have a much more
successful safety program.

Clear guidelines and
training.
Spell out very carefully what we expect of our employees, set a standard and
stick to it consistently. The ANSI Z133
Standard provides guidance for accepted
safe work practices.
How many of us like to he treated differently than someone else? If we are not
consistent in the way that we treat each
other when it comes to the safety program - particularly with holding people
to a different standard - then we are in
problems.

Please circle 3lon Reader Service Card

Inspection and
maintenance.
96 Chevy Kodiak
Altec LRIII
116 Cut I)icscl, 6 Spd

91 In 95 GM( & Curd.
Forestry l'rks.
60 ft \V.l 1. Gas & Diesel.
0 iiib

91 to 95 GMC & Ford
Gas & Diesel
16 ft Chip Dump Trks.
and Man-Cabs

77

46-

J0110

1Ccie 5l0-;\ Sk01Lr

57 It \V.l I. Icon llnokot

90 Vd 1-b00 Klitickk , liunin

6 [nit IMT Crunc

Wood Clnppers and
Stump Grinders
Many tvlo to (110)50 10)111

Call Toll Free 1-888-340-1756
Please circle 30 on Reader Service Card
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Look at the equipment, the workplace
and the job site setup to see that the per formance that we desire, the standards
that we have set, are indeed in place. If
we identify problems in regards to the
maintenance of the equipment, is there
follow-up? Do the problems get resolved/fixed so that you can move on?

Document, document,
document!
Be diligent. Keep records. Make sure
that if, for instance, you are encountering
an inspection process, you have some
documentation of the correction. Keep
accurate records of your training. If it is
written, then it is important. If a person

sitzns off on a training record. take some
ownership of that. Those records are important for you in terms of creating that
culture, but they are also important to you
for demonstrating safety at some later date.
Whether it is meeting with your insurance
agent or an OSHA representative. documentation cry important.

Regulatory compliance.
The reason this follows documentation
P, that OSHA compliance consists of
three basic elements:
You must have a safety policy that
you can document.
2) You must have training to support
that policy. (In other words, you must
communicate that policy to your employees very clear/v.)
3 You must have enforcement of your
policy: otherwise it could be argued that
ou don't really have a policy.
What are we enforcing? What are we
held to ourselves? You have to start with
knowing what regulations apply to us.
There is a variety of federal OSHA regulations and, in some cases, state
regulations. You need to know what you
are exposed to in terms of your regulatory environment because you have
federal and state regulations to adhere to.
Then we have one of our own the ANSI
Zl33 Standard.
-

the process Of that gl-o\\ th. \ ou may lint1
yourself taking more inexperienced people
into your organization. Then you get notice that the foreman who has been with
you for 15 years decides to start his own
business. Suddenly you have lost the experience base that you had before, both in
supervision and actual performance of the
work. It is a dynamic situation and you
need to have a structure in place that is
going to allow you to adapt to those
changes in your business.

The NM Model Safety
Program (MSP)
The NAAs Model Safety Program
follows the process that the NAA Safety
Committee felt collectively was what a
company starting from scratch would
have to go through to develop a comprehensive. effective program. It provides

a template for developing a program
from nothing. for building upon a pro-

gram that you alrcad ha\ e. or I or sim-

ply reassuring yourself that whatyou
already have in place is adequate.

The checklist
The first part of embarking on this
journey of developing a better safety
program is figuring out where you are.
The MSP Checklist is the best way to do
assess your current safety program. It
comes with the program can also be
downloaded for free from the NAA Web
site. www.natlarh.com .

The employer guidance
section
The employer guidance section takes

the issues on the checklist and explains
to you. the manager of the company,
what exactly is required and the significance of what you are doing. It is
arranged by the topic. so it is consistent
and follows the outline of the checklist.

MiA
PP "'W_

Reach Great New Heights h-,
with Weaver Arborist Supplies
Aak,
0~1
17PI'M
,-

Be dynamic
The best of all safety programs also
needs one other critical component: It
needs to be able to change and adapt to
an ever-changing environment. Things
change over time, and what works today
to keep employees safe might not necessarily work tomorrow. We want to
encourage you to start laying groundwork and to be proactive about
anticipating changes that could occur in
your company that could affect safety.
For instance, right now you may employ
six people in the field and spend a sign ifi
cant amount of your time directly
supervising them. What happens when you
grow to 10 employees and you split off into
two or maybe three crewsgoing in different directions each day? Your time directly
supervising the crew is cut 50 percent. In

Two
Floating Does
Extra Wide
Back Saddle
08.01038
Very comfortable
designed for
split-tail climbing

#14 Curved
Sa w Scabbard

T
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with
Back and Snap
08-02010

/S nap for easy attachment
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small tools

-
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Forms/materials
We wanted MSP to be a readily
adaptable tool that you could use to
launch a safety program relatively
quickly, so the program provides
customizable forms and other materials to facilitate your company's policy
implementation.

Company policy section
The MSP's Company Policy section
contains customizable policy language
that you can adapt to your situation. It
is arranged in logical order to follow the
checklist. Just having it in the manual
would not be as useful: therefore we put
this section and the Forms section on a
CD that is provided with the program.
You have the ability to modify and edit
the document to your needs.

Conclusion
One of the fundamental aspects of fol-

lowing or beginning this path toward
developing a safety program is, again.
developing a culture of safety. The culture has to start with each of you.
Implementing a company safety program
might seem daunting at first, but you can
start today and work at it incrementally.
Get a copy of ANSI Z133. Order the
Model Safety Program. Make sure they
don't sit on the back shelf, collecting
dust. Use them. Determine that you are

INDUSTRIES, INC.

ultimately going to create that safety
culture within your operation, and
don't lose sight of that goal.
Our common goal is a safer workplace for arborists. Your credibility.
your business and your life literally
depend on the safety culture of your
company. As an industry, we must
strive to improve safety, one compan\
and one worker at a time.
* The latest version of ANSI Z133.l
is October 2000. The previous revision
was 1994. The latest revision has significant changes from the previous
version. Be sure you have the current
edition.

Joseph ioiiiiiiasi is MOii(igd'r of Safet' &
Loss Prevention for the Darev Tree Expert
Co. in Kent, Ohio, and Chairman of the NAA
Safety Committee. Peter Gerstenberger is
Vice President of Business Management.
Safety & Education for the NAA. This article
is excerpted from a presentation they made
at TCI EXPO 2001.
TCI
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SOUTHCO INDUSTRIES, INC. 1840 E. DIXON BLVD. SHELBY, NC 28152
Plea'.e circle 51 on Reader Service Card
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www.Southcolndustries.com
Email: Sales@Southcolndustries.com
(704) 482-1477
1-800-331-7655
FAX #(704)-482-2015
FAX #1-800-458-8296

oes you
our company's safety program is vital to its profitability,
professionalism and success. Whether your company has
an existing safety program or is trying to develop and
implement one, the National Arborist Association (NAA) Model
Company Safety Program can help you establish the most
comprehensive and effective safety program possible.

•
'p

A program developed with the aid of the NAA Model Company
Safety Program will:

M

• Prevent injuries, vehicle accidents and property damage
• Lower insurance costs
• Satisfy contractor/commercial client bidder requirements
• Boost productivity
• Ensure OSHA compliance
• Produce better motivated employees
• Improve ability to finish jobs on time and within budget
• Enhance your company's reputation

4.

Sa t
Pro a

The NAA Model Company Safety Program represents the best
practices of some of the foremost companies in the industry. it
contains instructions to guide you through implementation, as well
as sample company policy language and useful forms for program
implementation in print and on Cl).
Call to order today! The long-term success and well-being of your
company and its employees just may depend upon it.

(includes manual, checklist & CD)

LilWafional Arbodst Assodaflon

DeciccIedh thePdicemert of Qmnercid 1ee om &à,eses

Phone:
Fax:
E-mail:
Web:

1-800-733-2622
1-603-314-5380
1403414-5386
naa@natlarb.com
www.natlarb.com
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Selling Your
Wood Products
Getting out in the coniinunitv to market your wood
products can reap great rewards.
By Harry Wart

ree care company owners that
sell their lumber often miss out
on sales to folks they meet in
their daily lives. It is too common for
your neighbors not to think of you when
they need lumber. This is a missed opportunity. You need to have everyone in
a 15 to 20 mile radius of where you live
(at least) think of you when they need to
buy lumber.
Give some serious thought to doing
your marketing on a continual basis. This
means that you should do something every week that gets your name, face, or
lumber out in front of prospects and past
customers. Take some positive action
each week to talk to prospective clients
and those who can give you referrals.
Make sure that your notices and handouts promoting your services and lumber
are scattered around the community.
When you implement these marketing
ideas, you create a "trail" that lumber
product purchasers can use to find you.
You also create interest in the products
you can saw to meet their varied needs.
The goal is to have these trails out there
365 days a year, so you can spend your
time doing what you love.

T

Marketing methods
You can employ many methods to get
your message out to buyers. Of course,
you should use those ideas that have a
high return for your investment of money
and time.
Identify prospective customers and
32

5

contact them. A person taking out a
building permit to build a structure may
need you for tree takedowns and could
also be a source of logs - or, the builder
may want some of your lumber for construction. Contact all your neighbors
who are candidates for lumber. There are
many uses for your higher grade lumber,
such as furniture, cabinets, and flooring.
as well as the lower grades, such as pallets, barns, and storage buildings.
Make it your goal to meet everyone in
your neighborhood. Assess their needs
for your lumber. You can use index
cards, a notebook, or a computer to list
your prospects and some ideas of what
their needs might be.
Look at the list every week to keep
your mind focused on marketing. You
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JANUARY 2002

will do a betteroh at marketing and will
do your neighbors a favor by helping
them solve their lumber needs.
Remember that the number of customers you need each week is your weekly
sawing board footage divided by the average footage purchased by a customer.
So, if you are sawing 10,000 board feet
per week and the average customer buys
2,000 board feet, you need five customers each week to buy from you. You need
to find these five customers each week
and sell them some lumber! If half of
your contacts are buyers, then you need
to contact 10 prospects per week to sell
10,000 board feet per week.
Try to take advantage of other businesses that you support. They may be
able to help carry your banner. Ask the

local power equipment dealer where you
purchase your chain saws and related
items to put up one of your handouts.
Sawmills use a lot of gas and diesel at
the local filling station, so make friends
with their staff and put your notices up
there, too. You should try to put up a
business card or flier at the garage where
you have your trucks serviced.
Ask your sawmill manufacturer to put
ou on their list of recommended users.

These marketing methods can help you
become a recognizable and successful
wood seller in your community.
Roadside signs: Use several, one at
your driveway and others at forks in the
road that lead to your location. Make a creative sign that shows off your product.

-

Sponsor a Little League baseball team
or an adult softball team. This brings
exposure to your business.

1-800-94-ARBOR

(27267)

The OAT V nu,,,herrou need to reinetither for....

We will match anyone's advertised price:
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__________ _________

Fax 24 Hours
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Methods to Market your
Wood Products

Civic clubs and churches are a good
way to meet your neighbors and promote your products and services!
Donations:
Donate a bench made of your lumber
at a community location with your name
on a permanent plate. You may want to

Sponsorships:

Promote A wide variety
of products
When you convert logs into lumber.
you create a wide variety of products.
various grades and sizes, lots of species,
grain and figures, etc. Include all the
products you offer in your notices and
discussions. Otherwise, you accumulate
items that don't sell because of \ our lack
of promotion.
Use illustrations on your printed materials and signs. People understand
messages quicker in a visual format than
a text format. So find some graphic art
items such as photographs. clip art.
drawings, or other figures to get your
point across.
Be sure to present all the products and
services you offer. Make sure to note it'
ou offer portable sawing. delivery, and
operations such as planing and drying.
You should also mention any need to buy
logs. You should try to create a sawing
business that makes your customers say.
"Wow."
Your neighbors are buying lumber and
related wood products every day. Most
are not aware that you can meet much of
their lumber needs. Work hard to create
a great story to tell, and make sure that
everyone hears it loud and clear.

Join a group:

Business cards:
Leave them wherever you can. Pass
them out as often as possible. They will
get your name out there!
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makc a bcnc h 1'i ni a duILth1c jcic 101
the local park, schools, churches or fire
department.

Shop classes:
Sell lumber to the local school
woodshop classes at a discount. Students may tell their parents about you.
And students may buy from you in
later years.

Bulletin hoards:
Be sure to put a business card or flier
up on community boards, such as service
stations, laundries, hardware stores, restaurants. etc.

Support local groups:
Be a supporter of the local FFA. 4-H
Club. Boy and Girl Scouts, or similar
groups that need lumber for their corn-

DUlL

pI'Uj

ccl

Craft shows:
Take out a booth at local craft shows.
and make simple items or sell lumber.

Sawing by the road:
Sawing with a portable mill along a
highway always gets attention.

Demo sawing:
Do a demo day of tree care and sa ing for the community. It will make
people aware of your wood products and
will foster good will.

County fairs:
Set up a portable mill at the local farm
day show or county fair.

Community fund-raiser:
Set your mill up as entertainment at
your community barbecue fund-raiser.

Signs on trucks:

ily •H'I
LSJI

11MBERWOLE MFG.
WOOD PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
118 SPRUCE STREET
RUTLAND, VERMONT 05701

800-340-4386
FAX 802-773-1275
b
p.,,,

A Splits butt logs
12' in diameter 10' long
A S-inch diameter cylinder
generates over 60 tons of
maximum splitting force
A Perkins 47-horsepower
diesel power plant
A 30 gal-per-minute pump
A 70-gallon hydraulic tank
A Fixed 4-way wedge

'oi' 'att fq

WOOD PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
Plca.,t2

LITCIC

Paint a sign on your trucks, or use
magnetic signs advertising your wood
products as well as your tree care services.

County Forestry Association:
Join your local forestry association or,
if your county doesn't have one, help
start one.

Socializing:
Visit the local diner for lunch or
tering hole" after hours to see what is
going on in the local community. Be sure
to talk about tree care and lumber!

Government and private foresters:

'' on Rcudcr Sci cc Card

'I.'.

Make sure the local department and
private foresters know about your lumber products. Get to know those foresters
on a first-name basis.

Public speaking:
Develop a talk about tree care, for estry, using lumber, etc., and present it
to any group willing to listen! A good
place to start might be the local librar\ -

CLASSIC
Outdoor Wood Furnace

Hats and shirts:
• Eliminate all your heating bills! Heat
multiple buildings and domestic water

Get a couple hats and shirts with your
business' name on them, and wear them
everywhere you go.

• 100% wood heat without the dirt,
smoke and fire hazard inside.

Reprinted with permission from the
June/July 2001 issue of Sawmill &
Woodlot Management. Harry Watt is
president of Wood Management Systems,
Inc., a woodworking consulting company. He can be reached at (704)
876-2724 or at wmshww@mail.ianierua.lid.
TCI

• Clean, safe, thermostatically controlled wood heat.
• Burn scrap, cord, green or cured
wood without splitting.

Central Boiler
(800) 248-4681
34
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We caught this visitor dreaming abo
a shiny new chipper!
_
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ArborSoftWorx demonstrated how
software can boost company profits
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and Mark Chisholm set up between c
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Attendees fill out a form for a chance
to win in one of the many drawings
throughout the show.
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Registration is
abuzz with
attendees anxious
to get through the
trade show doors.
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These folks can really go the distance
with Opti-Logic's rangefinder!
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These folks took time
t peruse through the
NAA's latest offering:
The Model Company
Safety Program.
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oresiry Suppliers inc. was at your service.

Excellence in Arboriculture
Award win ners'proect boards
arito Garibo (center) were on display for all to admire.
lasses.

q
AS

The demo tree was
center stage where experts
Robert Phillips (left) and
Mark Chisholm (right)
shared their knowledge
of rigging and climbing

Step on up to Leonardi s booth!
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John Bean sprayers was on the show floor.

;
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t%t.)
Mark Havel talks to customers
at Future Forestry's booth.

Iti

"They're Baaaaack!" Employees from Back Tree
made sure to check out the latest and greatest
tools and technologies available in the industry.

4I

j

Rears Manufacturing brought an example
of their custom-built power sprayers
to the trade show floor.

The best view of the trade show floor
was - of course - from a bucket truck!

IN
TREES

There were countless opportunities to
A sign of the times indeed: Men
ask questions about equipment such as
were certainly working in trees even on the EXPO trade show floor! this Morbark chipper - before settling on
the one that will best meet the needs
of your tree care company.

Dan Banks from ArborSystems LLC
demonstrates their tree injection system.
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Another birds eye - er, tree climber eye s view of the show.
Charles Vander Kooi encourages
audience participation in his seminar
on Balancing. Estimating, Job Costing and Accounting.
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Got stumps? Canton has thei
stump grinders rarin to go
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Attendees gather at Terra Vents booth
JdMIL

One Sherrill representative
is - literally - showing these
guys the ropes.

NAA videos were sF
for those who wante
pick up a few tips, and
available for those
to take
knowledge with
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It s just like the sign says:
These men are hard at work!
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Excellence in Arbor/culture

at TCI EXPO
.4

(if

0? .4

Forthe first time ever,

the Excellence in Arboriculture awards ceremony was held at TCI
EXPO instead of Winter Management Conference. It was a great success, with hundreds
turning out see some of the best work performed in the tree care industry. Attendees and
exhibitors mingled and enjoyed hors d'oeuvres as they joined in recognizing oustanding
accomplishments of commercial arborist firms.

Awards this year covered projects ranging from general tree maintenance to tree
relocation; from tree preservation on construction sites to technical rigging. The Judges
Awards, presented at the ceremony, served to honor projects that are worthy but fall outside ol
the scope of the Excellence program. Last but not least, the ceremony served to publicly
reward the work of companies doing pro bono tree maintenance for trees of historical significance or in conjunction with Arbor Day. These awards are of the Grand Award caliber.
In all, there were 19 Excellence in Arboriculture awards for 2001.

Grand Awards
Fito Consult

Hart
"The Park at Post Office Square
& Angle Memorial Park"

i-uniaiviurena
Re't ration"
A controlled
removal
us Ing
Hobbs

Tree Maintenance Commercial over
$10,000

Tree Maintenance
Residential over $10,000
-

A view across the North Plaza.
40
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Grand Awards
Alpine the Care of Trees,
working with Treeworks Ltd.

Treeworks Ltd.,
Bracing
systems prior
to concrete
installation.
Cable to the left
of trunk
attaches at
ground level
and roughly 30
feet up the
trunk, running
though two
towers, eliminating stress
on the insertion
point.

working with Alpine the Care of Trees

"Madison Avenue Willow"

17

"Madison Avenue Willow

711

Tree Maintenance Residential over $10,000
Top of willow as seen from the roof
of the Madison Avenue townhouse.

Tree Maintenance Residential over $10,000

Hendricksen the Care of Trees

Heritage Awards

LeWa Farm"
Construction Site
Tree Preservation

Hartney Greymont

.---'---------------

"For the Common Good"

This newly created
wetland was made
possible by removing
invasive species.
Portions of the
wetland have been
re-planted; others
have not, in order to
yield information
about species
selection and
restoration
techniques.

/1

Liriodendron
tulip fera

/ sitting above
/
ground just
prior to its
being relocated
to its new
planting site.. !

Tree Maintenance
for trees/sites of
historic siqnrhcance

Owen Tree Service
"Seven Ponds Nature Center"

-I

j
'

The F. A. Bartlett Tree Expert Co.
"Valley Forge National Historic Park"
'

This oak was one of many that framed a farmhouse and entrance of the Nature Center;
competition from the road and drive as well as
foot traffic is a problem. After pruning, this oak is
in full leaf.

Tree Maintenance for trees/sites of historic significance

-3;44

This grove of trees overlooks
Washington's headquarters.

Tree Maintenance for trees/sites of historic significance
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Awards of Distinction
Vine & Branch Inc.
I
'The Orchard School

Valley Crest Tree Co.

Collier Arbor Care
"

"Old Apple Tree"

"Port of Long Beach, Phase 2"
The old
apple
tree
displays
an open
hollow
trunk
cavity.
of

This 150-year-old chestnut oak was hand
construction. The consulting arborist was retained
to watch the oak during the bulldozer
operation and to "call oft the operation" if
major roots were encountered.

Transporting a 114-inch boxed

Ficus rubiginosa.

Tree Relocation

Tree Maintenance - Heritage Tree

Construction Site Tree Preservation

RTEC Treecare

RTEC Treecare

"Panda Exhibit at National Zoo"

"Levine Residence"

f
Al,

Front view
of newV'-$
house with
tree in full'
leaf.
'

'4 ;:

,

S

The climbing arborists hazard prune on the
right as giant pandas climb around on the left.

NI

laintenance - Commercial under $10,000

Ilk

Wlnklers Tree & Landscaping, Inc.
I

Construction site tree preservation

"Stream Maintenance - Du Page County

Collier Arbor Care
Creek bed
after,
removal of
undesirable

..

:t

.:

I

)

Parry Center for Children

g-

trimming
of remaining
trees.

Tree Maintenance Commercial over $10,000

CLS Landscape Management, Inc.
"Pomona Valley Memorial Park"
This is an example
of how a pruned
tree (California
sycamore) can add
to esthetic beauty.

.

Tree Maintenance - Commercial over $10,000
42
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This project involved tree
hazard reduction pruning by
crown cleaning and crown
thinning this oak. Note the
nearby parking lot.

Tree Maintenance Commercial under 1

Fritz Tree Service

Honorable Mention

"Swiftcreek"

The Care of Trees
Lisaac Newton
Square"
Row of willow oaks shown
with new parking lot. The
new building is in the
background.

t -

Community
developer
and his son
help in the
planting of
the Arbor
Day ,
Memorial
live oak.

ZX

4

7

Construction Site Tree
Preservation

Fritz Tree Service

40

Construction Site
Tree Preservation

Judges Award

"Sandestin Qo1f & Beach Resort"

-

Wonderland Tree Care Inc.
"Arbor Day 2001
Festival"
A view of
the golf
course.

Children line up
for their chance
to climb this 80-foot
American elm.

I
7MJeritorious project other than tree maintenance

Tree Maintenance - Commercial over $1 0.000
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WOODSMANPRO Chain Saw Chain
-
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Call Nowl

Here i our most popular pro-arborist chain. 30LP is an aggressive cutting low-profile
chain that matches perfectly with an ArborPRO" bar. Do not choose this
chain unless you are a professional arborist or utility worker with experience running a chain saw. Chain is .375 pitch, .050 gauge, full comp.
Popular loop prices are below.

Item No.
WPL 12 30LP45
WPL 14 30LP50
WPL 14 30LP52

WPL 16 30LP55
WPL 16 30LP56

for our
116 Page
Full-Color 2002
Master Catalog!
Mention Source
Code T8K4

Price 10+
Price 1-9
Description
S6.95
12" chain loop for mini Echo, Poulan, Husky (45 drive links) ...............ea. S7.95 .........ea.
14 chain loop for mini Stihl (50 drive links) ............................ ea. $8.95 .........ea. $7.95
$7.95
14" chain loop for mini Echo, Poulan, Husky (52 drive links) ...............ea. S8.95 .........ea.
16" chain loop for mini Stihl (55 drive links) ............................ea. S9.95 .........ea. $8.95
$8.95
16" chain loop for mini Echo, Poulan, Husky (56 drive links) ...............ea. $9.95 .........ea.

&borPROSprocketnose Bars
If you are tired of the low quality laminated bars that come with today's smaller pro-'
fessional saws, here is your answer. ArborPRO bars are designed with today's professional
users in mind. Made of special micro-alloy steel, these bars are wider and thicker than stock bars. They
also come with a stout 4 rivet tip to give you increased life in the nose area. Try one on your tree saw and
CC 'h". Professional arhorists refuse to run anything else. Bars fit Stihl, Husky, Poulan and Echo saws.

A

,

The World's Largest Mail
Order Woodsman
Supplies Company 1975
Selling at Discounted Prices
Over 5.000 Products with
www.baileys-onhine.com
Warehouses in TN & CA
Offer good through 1231 02. © 2001

Item No.
APM 12
APM 14
APM 16

Price
Description
12" ArborPROTM Bar ............ ea.
14" Arb0rPROTM Bar ............ ea. S15.95
16 Arb0rPROTM Bar ............ ea. $16.95
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Boot up Log on
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BY Michael Roche

Software designed with arborists in mind helps
increase your knowledge of client preferences,
property work history, treatment schedules and keeps crews from getting lost.
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hoosing computer software can be tough for tree care professionals because usually a person who knows a lot
about trees and is good at running machinery is generally not savvy at handling a computer. When that new
chipper gives you fits, you can always whack it with a crescent wrench: not so a computer. The good news is that
in ways similar to equipment dealer support, when you buy a new piece of machinery the companies that sell computer
software have support staff ready to walk you through the setup and operations phases of their programs. Chances are.
you're going to need it.
According to the National Arborist Association, about 80 percent
of its membership has sales under $250,000. Operations this size
usually cannot afford a full-time office manager, the kind of person
who can get a computer system up and running. As a consequence,
many tree care owners and managers put off buying a system and
software that will help them organize their business because they just
Proposai
don't want to deal with learning how to run the thing The problem
WE
though, is that this is exactly what prevents a tree care company from
taking the next step in growth Instead business just plateaus or
slowly muddles along without any breakthroughs in profitability.
Let's break tree care into two main groups: tree work (pruning.
removals cabling etc. ) and plant health care (fertilizing spraying
mycorrhizal injection, etc.). If your company only does tree work
and only has a few employees, then chances are you can get by with
an inexpensive accounting program such as Quickbooks. But if your company runs multiple tree crews, then chances are
you are having difficulty staying organized. If your company performs plant health care (PHC), then a whole new range
of organizing skills are needed. This is where a program designed for tree care companies can really help. PHC requires
a good deal of scheduling, organizing of inventory, routing of crews, licensing, marketing. etc. These are the areas where
a business can become inefficient and a good program can save the day.
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According to Donna Garner, co-owner
of Tree Management Systems, the makers of ArborGold software, 'The purpose
of using a specialized tree care program
is better customer management. What do
you want to do with your data? You want
your program to sell additional work for
you each year by organizing your customers. Once a company gets to six to
10 employees, its job management is
more complex, (and) things need to be
more organized and efficient.'
Now let's separate tree care companies
into three categories of sizes: large- and
medium-sized companies that already
have a computer system (they're not
reading this article): small companies
that have a part-time or full-time bookkeeper: and small companies where the
owner is trying to do it all. It's these hitter two groups for which a new software
package can make a huge difference.
The company with a bookkeeper
generally finds it easier to integrate a
new computer system. The ones where
the owner is also the bookkeeper have
a tougher time. Fortunately, some
software companies (such as the ones
listed in this article) specialize in
green industry businesses and are prepared for this. Representatives can
walk you through the entire process
from setup to daily operation.

When you are ready to
buy...
When buying a software program. keep
several things in mind. The program
should help with sales and marketing h
tracking where you get your phone calk
from, as well as the dollar volume proposed and sold based on those phone calls.
It should track the performance of different salespeople. It should allow you to
write out proposals in the field on either a
laptop or handheld computer device, then
easily update those proposals into your
office system. The software program
should turn proposals into work orders
easily when the job is approved. You
should have a feature for drawing maps on
it for proposals and work orders. Once the
work is installed as a proposal, the software should be able to track that mone\
into the work order, the invoice, the state-

LOWEST PRICES ON THE MARKET
1-800-856-8261
G & A EQUIPMENT, INC.
Visit
Us
At:
www.gandaequipment.com
KNOXVILLE, TN

dim A

59 W H Altec AA-650 on
1984 Ford, Gas, 5/2, 29k mi
$20,900

75 W H Matena HanOer. 20

Elevator Unit, Over Center Unit,
Original Mounted on 1986 Volvo
Autocar, 8 spd., A/C. Front Winch,
40k mi. $45,500

1994 Ford Bucket v, 55 oh..
material handler, rear mounted.
fiat bed, NC, diesel, auto,
65k miles. $31,500

-

.1

'994
60WHVe ."
F-700. Diesel, 5/2. 70k mi
$37,500

r

Hanaler BucKet on 1987, Fore.
Diesel, Auto w/2 Spd, 64k ml,
$21,500

1991 F-700, Gas, 5/2, Over
Center, New Paint, $18,900

&boom

ouckets, LR-3. 60 'v n gas
pony motors, low miles. new
paint $33,900 - $38,500

994 Ford Chip Truck, 6.6 Ford
Diesel, 6 Speed. 82k mi,
UNDER CDL! $19,500

Ford F-BOO. 7.8 Ford Diesel.
5/2 Air Brakes, Boom Rebuilt
$31,500
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to excavate plant roots in minutes, without root damage.
AIR-SPADES is used in general plant care and maintenance, new
construction, locating utilities, and many other applications.

• Digs over 50% faster than
other air tools
• Can be used in heavy clay,
and compacted soils
• Ergonomically designed

:

with a lightweight body
• Easy to maintain, spare parts
readily available

Used by tree care companies, municipalities, contractors, consultants, and arboricultural professionals all over the world.
Visit our web site or see articles in TO May 2001 issue
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ments, and the accounts receivable. This
accounting information can either be entered directly in the program or easily
uploaded into an accounting software program.
Keep in mind that the software program should be able to grow with you as
your company grows.
You should also find out if the software company is planning to upgrade
their program soon and if upgrades can
be downloaded from the Web.
There is one more important item to be
aware of: If you presently use Quickbooks,
you are not going to be able to transfer your
address file from Quickbooks to the new
software by yourself. You will have to send
the software company your Quickbooks
file and they will enter it for you. Some
companies want to be paid for this, some
do not. If you use an accounting program
other than Quickbooks, make sure the
company can post your customer list or
you will have many fun hours typing in
each one.

of ArborGold Software, is owned by
Donna and Jon Garner. Donna grew up
in a family of arborists and watched her
father's company grow from a few employees to more than 35. She saw
first-hand the need for a program to help
organize a tree service. Jon studied for estry in college and finished his degree
in computers.
The ArborGold program allows big
and small companies to automate. They
offer their software in a sort-of a-la-carte
menu. The basic price for ArborGold
Complete Management program is
$1,995. They also have a small business
option for up to 500 customers for $995,
and an even smaller company option for
up to 250 customers for $495. When a
company gets larger, it can upgrade to
the larger system. The Quickbooks posting feature is $295. This allows you to
send all accounting information to
Quickbooks. Tree Management will
download your client list from
Quickbooks to their program for free.
They also have ArborGold Synch, which
allows you to synchronize from a laptop
in the field to the office PC for an additional $1,295.
ArborGold, like all the programs in

The Software
Companies
Tree Management Systems, makers

ONE WAY
ACT
ACRT TreeManager
ADBM
AccPac BPI
Arbor Gold

CLIP
Goidmine
MS Excel
MS Access
Oaklree
Peachtree
Proprietary Systems
Q&A
Quad
Quicken
Quickbooks Pro
Real Green Lawn Assistant
SCS-Service Pro
Telemagic
& Others

SOLUTIONS THAT WORK

AA-1

are so many companies making the switch to
ArborWare by ArborSoftWorx?

Question: Why

ArborSoftWorx is the only developer that provides:
. Superior commercial and municipal arborist software and
hardware systems
• Solid computer software that out performs industry competitors.
There is none more user-friendly, comprehensive, and feature
rich (deeper & wider) on the market at any price
• Superior end-user and system support services
• Synchronize Office & Field PCs/PDAs, Posting to QuickBooks
• Solid computer expertise from reputable, award winning
Computer Software Engineers
• 10 + year track record of proven performance in the industry

Answer:

Join the Industry's Leading Technology Team.
Why buy your software from anyone else?

Call for References... 1-800-49-ARBOR
Award-Winning Engineers Proudly serving our clients throughout the US. Canada and Europe since 1983
www.CreativeAutornation.net www.ArborWare.com
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this article, is versatile. You can estimate
in the field, then download when you get
to the office. All information is tracked
right through invoicing and accounts receivable. You can order Microsoft's
MapPoint option ($249), which automatically prints roadmaps onto
ArborGold work orders. There is also a
landscape map feature that allows you to
draw pictures of the property onto proposals and work orders. You can monitor
job progress, and then invoice on separate services or all together. When done,
you can post all transactions into your
general ledger in Quickbooks.
Arbor Computer Systems makes software packages under the same name and
is owned by Peter Hannan. Hannan's tree
service, which he started in 1963, is presently run by his son. In 1978, he started
writing computer code to design a software
package for his own company because he
couldn't find anything on the market to suit
his needs. Shortly thereafter, Hannan
started selling the package to other tree
services and has refined it over the years.
He now claims to be "The largest provider
of software for tree care companies."
While some companies separate their
various products, Hannan offers his as one
large package for $3,995. If you add up the
many options other companies sell separately, you might reach a similar number.
Hanna states his program is easy to learn
and use. "The learning curve for our program is about three hours," he says. "After
our customers learn how to use it, we don't
tend to hear from them again."
Arbor Computer Systems also recognizes that every company is different, so
they customize their programs for each
customer. Arbor Computer Systems
gives you unlimited free support for one
year. The software is not compiled or
copy protected, which means that if, after the one-year warranty is up, there is
a part of the program you would like to
change, you can do it yourself with the
manuals provided.
"People buy from us because once
they talk to us they know we understand
not only the application but also the buHness," said Hannan.
Arbor Computer Systems also believes
that a computer company should be able

to offer a complete turnkey service. Therefore they sell both the software and all the
necessary hardware. They will upload all
your current files, give you 2.000 custom
statements and window envelopes and
1.000 custom letterhead and window envelopes. plus one-year support for $6.960.
If you subtract out the $3.995 for the software program. that means you are paying
52.965 for a custom-designed hardware
and software package. with all the necessary tech support.
Creative Automation Solutions
makes ArborSoftWorx (formerly
ArborWare) and is owned by Mark
Smith and managed by Diana Cardillo.
Neither has worked in the tree business.
hut according to Smith this is a positive.
"You don't expect the engineers who design chippers to be out there running
them every day. You just want them to
make great chippers. The same goes for
your software program. You just want it
to do great things for you."
Smith got into the business of writing
computer programs in 1983. A few years
later a friend who owned a tree care company approached him about writing a
program. This friend had been through
three different programs already. none satkfactory. Smith designed a program to
meet his friend's needs and has been selling to the tree care industry ever since.
When you open ArborSoftWorx. you
notice that the program uses pull-down
tabs on the top of the screen instead of
large keys in the middle of the screen.
This can be visually intimidating at first,
because so much of the screen is empty,
but according to Smith. this allows a program to have a huge amount of extra
information in it and be more flexible.
For instance, the search engines in the
program are incredible. If you are having trouble remembering a customer's
name, but can remember some of the
address or most of the phone number, the
program can find the customer. Every
program has a learning curve, so if you
can get past the pull-down tabs.
ArborSoftWorx will help you organize
\our company.
Creative Automation Solutions also
makes a tree service program for municipalities that i light1v different than the

one for industry.
Smith is pretty has a cut-and-dried answer about when is the right time to buy
a software package: "When you get a
client base that is no longer manageable
in your memory and on paper. then it's
time for a tool to aid you in that job." To
that end. ArborSoftWorx has one of the
least expensive programs on the market.
The price for the base package is $1 .000.
This gives you ability to write proposals, work orders, invoices, statements and
accounts receivable. The program does
not post to Quickbooks, but, according
to Smith. this is based on a philosophical issue, not a technical issue. Smith
feels the accounting in ArborSoftWorx
is more than sufficient to meet customer
needs, so he doesn't feel you should have
to pay for this service unless you specifically ask for it. The posting feature has
a nominal charge.
Other software options include a PHC
program that organizes your chemical reports, DOA reporting, and
recommendations for PHC. IPM. and
maintenance programs for $500. The field
device import/export option is $500.
Practical Solutions makes Service Solutions software and is owned by Mans

I

Franke. He was one of the original owners of Barefoot Grass, a large successful
lawn maintenance company that he sold
several years ago. He started writing computer programs for lawn companies in
1983. then adapted their program in 1989
to fit any service that does repetitive work.
According to Dave Cross. the director of
marketing. this is important because it allows a company to expand into other
services beyond tree care.
"Our program is very advanced," said
Cross. "We also feel this program will
grow with your business, without having
to buy expensive upgrades." Cross was
contacted for this article while attending
the Ohio Turf Conference. "We're opening a lot of eyes right here at the show with
the routing and mapping features alone, not
to mention the accounting parts of the software." Cross said.
The cost for the Service Solutions program is $4,950 and includes on-site
installation and training. Travel costs are
extra. One year unlimited tech support
is included and can be done over the
phone or online. When tech support
works with you online, they can literally
watch where you are moving your
mouse, how you are entering data, and

For guys who say 1 don't
know what it is, but I'll cut it
down" on a regular basis.
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can even move your mouse for you.
Microsoft MapPoint 2002 is also installed directly in the program. This
feature provides maps of almost anywhere in the U.S. These maps can then
be printed onto work orders.
It is better to buy MapPoint as part of
the software package because if you buy
it after-market, it can be difficult to set
up and it is not integrated directly into
your software program.
Practical Solutions admits their program is more expensive than others, but
Cross says. "We feel it is the most powerful, productive, and fully integrated of
any program in the outdoor services.
When you think that people spend
$40,000 to $50,000 on a truck, we think
it is a small increase to pay for our product compared to others."
Service Communication Software
makes the ServicePro program and is
owned by Richard Deering, with Scott
Williams as vice president. Deering ran
a tree and lawn service for 25 years
(which he sold just last year to focus on
software) and has had the software company for 11 years. There are 11
employees in the company that keep the
office open from 8 a.m. to 7 pm.
Unique features in the ServicePro soft-

ware are the Intella-search key and the
Marketing key on the opening page. The
lntella-search key lets you find a customer
in a variety of ways, and then allows you
to pull up every piece of information about
that customer on one page. The Marketing key brings you to a page that helps you
create more business. There are three
choices: the first to gain more revenue from
existing customers, the second to get additional customers using existing
customers, and a third to design a mass
marketing campaign.
The company likes to think that what
sets them apart is, "A lot of real world
experience in the program," said Scott
Williams. They understand what issues
tree care companies have, Williams says.
"Also, our program is easy to use and operate, with quality tech support well
versed in hardware and software." There
is no electronic posting to Quickbooks.
The base price starts at $2,995 for one
computer and includes two tutorial CD's.
a 300-page manual, and three months of
unlimited tech support.
Williams gives a piece of advice to
companies considering buying a program. "Make a list of what you want
your program to do. Then online, in person, or by phone make those companies

Print proposals on site, eliminate
data entry, streamline your office!

SWv

!

Complete remote
office. 100%
It's here!

SYNCHRONIZABLE database
Turn every salesperson and/or
crew into a mobile office!

Best Software,
Best Price,
Guaranteed!

I

Free Demo Presentation
www.turttree.com
sales

Organize all your customers from the minute
they call!
Schedule and organize all your appointments!
Print geographical maps routing all your work
orders and/or appointments!
Quickly generate professional looking proposals, work orders, invoices!
Easily generate thousands of dollars every
year in repeat services!
Post accounting information to QuickBooks!

1-800-933-1955 Call Now!

Arbor Computer Systems
Peter Hannan

203-226-4335
www.arborcomputer.com
Creative Automation Solutions
Diana Cardillo or Mark Smith
800-492-7267
www.creativeautomation.net
Practical Solutions. Inc.
A. Mans Franke
614-436-9066
www.theservicesolution.com
Service Comunication Software
Richard Deering
888-742-5727
www.pickscs.com
Tree Management Systems
Jon / Donna Garner
800-933-1955
www.turftree.com

demonstrate that their program can meet
your needs." This may be the most important piece of information you, as the
potential customer, need to know.
Any software you seriously consider
purchasing must meet all criteria you have
set out for it. Make sure you can understand the software as it is presented on the
screen. A program that is visually appealing and easy for you to use might not be to
someone else. Call around to some - or all
- of the companies listed here and find out
which ones can meet the needs of your
firm. Then think about it for a while before taking the plunge - otherwise you'll
just end up buying from the last company
you talked to.
Buying a software package can be confusing, and installing it and running it for
the first time isn't nearly as exciting as
getting behind the wheel of that new
truck you just bought. But a new software
package should organize your company
and give you more free time. It should
also help you make more money, which
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rpromotions
By Phillip M. Perry

Promoting David to that new management position seemed like a great idea. He
always worked long hours and wanted to move up. And he was so popular with coworkers! Why bother tracking down an outside candidate when there was already a
staff member ready to roll?
Unfortunately, problems cropped up as soon as David took on his new duties. He
failed to keep staff informed about new projects in the company. He scheduled safety
meetings - only to keep everyone waiting while he completed some phone calls. The
staff - formerly friends - started to grumble that he was 'too bossy." People lost
interest in doing a good job and the business started missing its sales and profit goals.
Not a pretty picture, but one that is all too common. Done right, promoting from
within motivates the entire team and fosters staff loyalty. Done wrong, it sparks
workplace friction and resentment.
How can you make sure your own internal promotions move people up the ladder
of success without falling on their heads? For the answer look to the first half of this
article, in which consultants from around the country offer valuable pointers. The
second half contains advice for the nev uervicor thenmel\ e.
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Part I: Tips for Coaches
No. 1: Be a good role model.
Your own behavior as the company
owner must demonstrate the style of
leadership you expect from newly promoted individuals. For starters, you need
to treat your staff fairly.
"If they have been mistreated by their
own managers. new supervisors will
commonly do the same with their subordinates. warns Ian Jacobsen, president
otiacobsen Consulting Group in Sunnyale. Calif. "Just as a child from an
abused home is more likely to be an
abuser, new supervisors who have not
had good role models will behave in dysfunctional ways."
Second, you need to play by the company rules. A lot of people think they
can start slacking off once they are promoted, says Peggy Morrow. a
Houston-based consultant. "Show them
this is not your way by being a strong
role model."

Solution Strategies in Chesterfield. Mo.
This mentor may develop a plan for success and put it into motion. "The mentor
can serve as a coach, answering questions such as "What will your first day
as a supervisor be like?" suggests
Martels. The mentor may also outline the
expectations the company holds for new
supervisors, and impress upon the prospect the need to meet them.
One approach is to give prospective

to groom the person for the job. "Too
often today. new supervisors are not
given a sense of what to expect from their
positions," says Judy Foritano, president
of Somerset Consulting Group in
Titusville. N.J. "They need to be trained
so they know how to deal with relationship issues."
Consider having a current supervisor
mentor the prospective manager. suggests Fred Martels. president of People
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No. 2: Involve your staff in the
promotion.
What characteristics will make a successful candidate for crew leader or area
manager? Ask your staff about the char acteristics needed, but don't ask them to
choose a specific person. People will
more likely accept a decision in ' hich
they have invested their own ideas.
"Have the people who are going to he
supervised participate in the development of criteria for selection," says
Jacobsen. "Hold a meeting to discuss
how the job may have changed in recent
months and what the company no
needs to look for in a new leader."
The criteria may be as varied as technical competence, communications
ability and talent in solving problems.
Does the foreman also sell while the
crew is on a property? Do neighbors
\\ ander over and ask for bids?
"Brainstorming these criteria not only
ives people some input into decision
making. but also helps them better understand more of what the job entails.
says Jacobsen. "All of this will make it
easier for the new person coming in - as
long as the criteria have been adhered to
s hen the selectiii is made."
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No. 3: Train the person.
Good leadership is learned.
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supervisors temporary work assignments
that will hone the skills required to do
similar work full time. "Try having the
prospective manager develop the skills
of a buddy." suggests Mel Kleiman,
president of Humetrics, Houston. "Then
see how the person deals with problems
that arise."
Skills need not all be gained on the
job. "Maybe someone is president of the
PTA or other civic organization," says
Kleiman. "Encourage individuals to get
active in such groups because it is a nonthreatening way for them to gain skills
that can be effective on the job."

No. 4. Announce the promotion
appropriately.
The formal transition to supervisor
must be announced in an unambiguous
way so the staff realizes the new supervisor has the backing of the organization.
Don't just announce casually "Joe will
be the crew leader this week, then we'll
see how it goes."

The process will vary by size of group.
In a small group I would hold a short
meeting to inform the group of decision.
Then let the new supervisor take the
reins. The new supervisor not only needs
to express his vision but also must let
people know he is behind each of them.
"People always want to know 'What's
going to happen to me?" says Martels.
"If the new supervisor expresses a desire
to move each of them forward, then everything will be OK."
In large workgroup, communicate the
promotion through a letter from the person who made the decision. "Inform
people of the decision and ask for their
support. Invite anyone with questions to
come and see the person who wrote the
letter."

No. 5. Follow through after the
promotion.
"How's everything going?" That's the
question to answer after a person is promoted. As you walk around the shop, ask
people how the new manager is working
out. You are not being a snoop, but you
are getting the feedback you need as you
go about your task of coaching the new
manager.
Informal discussions are likely to be
more fruitful than passing out a questionnaire. says Jacobsen. "People feel much

more at ease talking about this on an informal basis."

No. 6: Tackle problems.
Suppose the new manager just can't
seem to get the respect of subordinates,
who start carrying out their duties in a
perfunctory manner or let things slide.
The way to tackle this issue is to ask
questions, either of the supervisor or of
the subordinates. "Be sure to site the specific behaviors," says Jacobsen. "And
then state that this is not what you expected when you made the promotion."
If you are approaching one of the new
supervisor's subordinates, ask: "I've really been surprised that
doesn't get
the respect from you that I thought he
would. This is what I see going on [cite
the specific behavior issues I. How
come?"
[...]

Part II: Tips for New
Supervisors
Now. how about some advice for the
new supervisors?

No. 7. Participate in the formal
announcement.
Your supervisor xvill announce your

The Difference Between
Splendor And Splinters
LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEMS FOR TREES
• More Profits
• Needed Service
• You Have Tools, Men
And Equipment
• Door Opener And
Sales Closer
• Present Customers Are
Qualified Prospects
• Minimum Investment
• Send For Free Tree Kit

• VHS-HOW To

Install Tree
Systems ($14.95)

INDEPENDENT PROTECTION COMPANY, INC.
1603-09 SOUTH MAIN STREET. GOSHEN. INDIANA 46526
Web: www.ipclp.com E-mail: info@ipcIp.com
Please ciicic
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promotion in a staff meeti I1C. then invite
you to say a few words. Express how
happy you are to be in your new role, and
discuss how you want to retain your
friendship with each of them, while understanding that in your new position
you will have new expectations as to how
you will interact with them.
State that you have a vision as to what
the group can accomplish, and describe
what this vision is. Add that you want to
include them in the process of developing shared goals, and that you will be
talking with each of them on an individual basis to obtain their ideas before
making your decisions. Finally, let them
know you want to help each of them
achieve their personal goals.

No. 8. Become a skilled listener.
"Listening is a key skill for a leader.
N lost workplace consultants agree listening is a vital and perhaps determining
factor in the ability to understand and
motivate people.
"When someone talks with you. pause
whatever you are doing and give your
full attention. Make good eye contact. Be
genuinely interested in what people have
to say and learn to have real empathy for
them."
Says Morrow, "Ask questions. Talk
with your people. Come back and get

their ideas for improvement. What can
be changed? What can be made better?"

No. 9. Learn how to open
people up.
Part of being a good listener is encouraging people to speak up in the first place.
Get skilled in stimulating people to advance their ideas and opinions. And when
people advance ideas, don't shoot them
down. Avoid idea-killer phrases such as 'I
can't sell it to management" or "We've
tried that before." Instead say: "Tell me
more about that" or "How does that work"
and 'What does the group think?" These
approaches encourage people to bring
more of themselves to the table.
Every group has an informal leader, a
person who is not officially in management but seems to perform as a pivot for
the group's ideas. You will be smart to
identify. and work with. your informal
leader. If they support your initiatives,
everyone else in the group will. Get their
"buy-in" by asking their opinions, listening to them and working extra hard to
get their input.

No. 11. Socialize with your staff.
So now you're the boss. Can you still
have beers with your peers? "There used
to be a rule that you had to stop being
buddies when you were promoted to
management." says Morrow. "Today you
can still be friends and maintain author ity." Indeed, maintaining social
relationships pays rich dividends.
Today's supervisor gets work done
through subordinates. And if you're going to get work done through others, they
have to be on your side. Furthermore, in
social settings your staff is more likely
to provide you with valuable new ideas
and advance warnings of problems.
"People will tell you things over a beer
that they won't tell you otherwise," says

No. 10. Avoid precipitous actions.
Many new supervisors want to make
their mark quickly with dramatic initiatives iv Old this. ..Don't make major

FAST. EASY AND AFFORDABLE TRUCK FINANCING

Guaranteed Approvals
Every Single Time...
Guaranteed!

RESISTOGRAPH-F

Knu a ow , i rces Bcuer

Examine roadside trees, trees in parks
and recreational areas,
wooden poles, forests, timber
structures such as bridges, framed
buildings and playground equipment.

IN
-

Experts at Tough Credit
And Start-Ups

Easily operated, light weight
and compact.

Credit Decisions Are
Made In-House

Phone: 888-514-8851
Fax: 770-514-8851

Seasonal and Skip
Payment Plans Available

'

I

800-932-2274
X114or115

http://www.imlusa.com

E-Mail: sales@imlusa.com

WE LISTEN TO OUR CUSTOMER'S STORY

corporiItion

changes in the early days." suggests
Morrow. "Your authority has not yet
been established." Instead, get that valuable feedback from your staff so they
will feel invested in the decisions you
will make.

... .....

IML Instrument Mechanic
Labor, Inc.
1950 Barrett Lakes Blvd. Suite 2212
Kennesaw, GA 30144

10 Hillman Drive Suite 104
Chadds Ford, PA 19317
www.cagcorp.com

Call Today And Make More Money Tomorrow!
I I on Re,ILICU Ser ice Card

Free application video available
PI.ae circle 21 on Reader Service Card

Jacobsen. "That's the value
No. 12. Control your
of maintaining relationships
feelings of self-doubt.
and communications."
It's natural for any new
Getting promoted is great. But how about Sam - that coSocializing also helps demanager to have second
worker who was bucking for the same job and got passed
velop trust among the
thoughts, or to worry that
over?
Now Sam will report to you. How will you handle his
members of your staff. And
things are not going as well
resentment?
that can help smooth the way
as they should. "Remember
Rather than wait for Sam's simmering emotions to explode
when it comes time to say
that you have been put in a
into workplace issues, schedule a one-on-one talk with him.
"no," as a supervisor often
bigger pot so you have room
Acknowledge
that you know the person was a contender for
needs to do. People must unto grow," suggests Morrow.
the job. Say you recognize it may be an awkward situation
derstand that you are saying
"If you knew how to do evand your intention is to create a situation where Sam will be
no because you have the
erything you would have
able to thrive, and you want to honor his wishes to move up
organization's larger goals in
been put there a lot sooner.
and will do whatever you can do to help support him in his
mind, not because you have
Talk to yourself with statecareer growth.
become "too good for them."
ments such as: 'This is a new
Then emphasize that you want to cultivate a positive workjob requiring new skills.
Even so, your relationing relationship. State that you look forward to working with
People are giving me trouble
ships with co-workers will
Sam as someone who is strong and can add to the team. Folnow but I can handle this."
change in subtle ways. For
low through with additional one-on-one's when situations
Self-talk can also relieve
example, there may be some
arise that can benefit from his expertise. Involve Sam as an
the doubt and anguish that
resentment from people who
ally by getting his perspectives on issues.
arise when new supervisors
remember you as one of the
In serious cases the resentful co-worker may harbor ill
have to make decisions, such
gang and now see you as takfeelings that start to surface in performance issues. In such
as termination, that harm
ing "management's side" in
cases, once again, it is important to act promptly. The danother people. "Keep reminddiscussions. And how about
ger of waiting is that it gives time for the person's resentments
ing yourself of the criteria
the jokes about the owner
to fester. The individual can become dysfunctional or counter
you use to make decisions,"
that always seem to crop up
functional to the team. So schedule one-on-one meetings and
suggests Foritano. "The betconcentrate on performance issues.
after hours? Should the new
ter grip you have about why
"You need to be very sensitive to changes in behavior.
supervisor chuckle in haryou make decisions, the more
Keep notes of such changes and be able to describe them and
mony?
confidence you will feel over
their impact work performance. Not all such behaviors need
"You can laugh along,"
time."
be directly tied to the staff member's work duties. Resentsays Jacobsen, but you have
Your superiors promoted
ment may surface, for example, in the forms of derogatory
to know where to say someyou because they have faith
comments, jokes, a decline in initiative, or even in long sithing like this: 'OK. that's
in your capabilities, and you
lences during meetings. Because all such actions affect team
enough joking. I know Bill
should remind yourself of
performance, they may be referenced in a one-on-one with
and he's not such a bad dude
that from time to time. Rethe staff member.
after all, and the things you
member why you were
Describe what you have seen and ask what is causing the
are criticizing him for, he
chosen for the position. If
activity. Avoid making value judgments such as "you are not
doesn't have much control
they didn't tell you the reasupporting my authority" or "you are not a team player." Such
sons why they judged you
over."
assessments address attitudes rather than actions and will only
would be a good supervisor
Walking the fine line bespark denial and arguments. Instead, identify the behaviors
- and sometimes companies
tween humor and
that are causing you to feel the person is not supporting you
forget to do that - ask them.
disparagement calls for senas a new supervisor. Then talk about those.
Remind yourself of your
sitivity as to what is
Such meetings can be difficult at first. "It requires a strong
strong points. A personal pat
considered a joke and what is
sense of self-esteem for a new boss to sit down and have such
on
the back once in a while
considered serious. The poa chat. But these talks will help you get the information you
is
perfectly
acceptable.
sition you are in makes
need, and can help avoid an escalating performance probAnother way to bolster
people read things into your
lem with the staff member.
yourself is to get constant
messages that they may not
feedback from your staff,
have lIIuLtgIIl 01 olileiwise.
says Jacobsen. "The new
To maintain friendship
boss should ask people
with your employees while making the difficult decisions that
'How's it going? What am I doing that is making life easier for
you need to make, do lots of listening. "Keep soliciting feedyou? Am I doing anything inadvertently that is making life
back from people on how things can be made better and you
harder for you?"
will get a reputation as a person who wants to make a differFor most new supervisors. the transition from buddy to boss
ence," says Morrow. "Do what you can to make each person's
is fraught with stress. The tips in this article should help most
job better than before you become a supervisor. The people
any new manager make a transition that will minimize team
you used to be just a buddy with will sense that."
disruption and lead to greater profits and success.
TO
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HELP WANTED

TCIrn agazine,
re source for employees
indu
fl tree care
b

Alaska - Experience the Adventure

Arborists / Sales

Tree Care Professionals Wanted:

Small Anchorage company with lots of ambition seeks qualified people to help it grow.
We are currently looking for experienced
climbers, plant health care techs, and working foreman. Mm. 3 years exp. required.
Excellent wages and opportunity to acquire
key positions in a growing co. Please fax
resume to (907) 243-7316 or call (907) 2483900. E-mail: talltreesalaska@yahoo.com.

Expanding & seeking Arboristsl Sales professionals to work in PA, NY, NJ or CT.
Strong bkgd. in Aboriculture WI sales exp.
preferred. Great people skills a must.
Trainees encouraged to apply. Excl.
Comp. 401 K. Relo. Car & Insurance. Email
resumes & cover letter to
sylvanaf@savatree.com . Fax: (914) 2449375; Phone: (914) 241-4999 x153. Visit
us at WWW.SAVATREE.COM .

Our growing company located in Fairfield
County, CT needs experienced climbers,
bucket operators, and spray technicians.
Safety, customer communication, and service are our highest priority. Full-time,
year-round employment with advancement
opportunities. Excellent wage and benefit
package. Fax or mail resume to Bruce S.
Pauley Tree Care, Inc., P0 Box 878, New
Canaan, CT 06840. Fax: (203) 966-6796 or
call for interview at (203) 966-0869.

Successful and well-established tree care
business in very upscale Northern Virginia

metropolitan Washington D.C. area, looking
for experienced sales person to sell work and
manage a crew. Goal is to locate a potential
partner. If you have ever dreamed of working your way into ownership of a thriving
business, this may be the opportunity.

Are You
InSPIring?

Call Jack at (703) 734-6180.

Sales Arborist

Fast-growing Central/Northern New Jersey
company looking for self-motivated and experienced representative for high-end
residential and corporate sales position.
Competitive compensation and benefit package with growth opportunity. Fax resume to
(908) 688-7575 or Call Pat (908) 413-1002.

Sales Training Director
SavAiree has a great position open
for a green industry professional
(minimum 10 yrs.) with proven
sales success and arboricultural
management experience. This key
team member would develop our
next generation of arborists through
in-field training throughout our 14
branch locations. Competitive
compensation & benefits. Inspiring
candidates can email or fax their
resume and compensation history to:

i 131

lobrien@savatree.com
FAX 914-242-3934
(Please reference code 102T)

1

SAVA0

1995 SCAT 482DB
Tow-Type

This 360 hp. grinder will handle those
tough grinding jobs no tub grinder coal Also
Includes conveyor to pet the material lust
where you want it. (all and save todayl

Windrow Turner with optional bag breaker
teeth & bog breaker bar. Like new. Only
78 hours. Debug yard waste bogs & tern
these leaves Into valuable compost by
turning them properlyl 028922

S37, 900

Only 376 hoursl All-wheel drive, coinplate with on set of duals. This former
moicipal tractor also comes with an arm
type side reach flail mower.
onk 024 900

Purchase by February 28, 2002 and Finance at 0%1
Now, Yoow Cw" Aifød NO' f Buy. Cull Today...

RE

www.savatree.com
Please circle 47 on Reader Service Card
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1993 KUBOTA
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Tracks & Ports of Tampa
1015 S. 50 St., Tampa, FL 33619.(113)2474636 fax (813) 2474465

Tracks & Paris of Ohio
9206 US Route 40 West, New Pius, 011 45347 • (937) 431-0311 liii (937) 4377988
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Tree Crew/Spray Technician
Experienced tree climbers and spray technicians needed. We have cake! Call Dan at
Autumn Tree Care Experts, 847-729-1963
or FAX resumes at 847-729-1966.

Plant Health Care Monitor/Spray Technician. Work involves insect and disease
control on ornamental plants in southeastern PA. Will consider trainee. This can be a
career position or can lead to other positions
within the company. Top pay and benefits.
Keystone Tree Experts, (215) 348-4444 or
email to employment@keystonetree.com .

ARBORIST WANTED:
To manage spray and fertilization program.
Must be an organized, motivated individual
with strong people skills. Must have extensive diagnostic and control experience.
Must have valid NJ pesticide applicator license or be able to obtain immediately.
SPANNER TREE & SHRUB CARE, INC is
an expanding Shade Tree & Shrub Care
business located in Central New Jersey. We
offer excellent pay and benefits package. A
professional, friendly work environment.
Continuous education and unlimited growth
potential. Phone: 908/730-9100; E-mail:
arborist@spannertree.com. On the web:
www.spannertree.com .

Arborist

A World Class Company

McCarthy Tree Service, in beautiful historic
Richmond, Virginia, is looking for a team
player who loves this industry and is
searching for a first class company to work
with. You MUST have 3 Years Climbing Experience, be Foreman Quality, Drug-Free,
Enthusiastic, Intelligent, have a valid CDL,
and LOVE to climb. Plusses include ISA
Certification, VA pesticide applicator's license, college degree in Horticulture,
Forestry, Arboriculture, or related field.
McCarthy Tree Service emphasizes a safe,
drug-free work environment, exceptional
tree and shrub care, and superb customer
service. We have positions available for
full-time, year-round work with paid vacations, paid holidays, periodic and
year-end bonuses, paid training, and
paid health insurance. Our total employment package rivals the industry's best.
If you are ready to work with a first-rate
tree company, call or send us your resume. Phone: (804) 266-9066 Voice Mail
(804) 358-7594. Fax: 804-266-8643. Email: RichmondTrees@aol.com

Home of the Indy 500 and Brickyard 400,
A Professional Tree Care company in Indianapolis, Ping's Tree Service, Inc., is highly
respected and well established with over 26
years of service. Has year-round work with
overtime pay. Top wages, benefits include
medical, paid holidays, vacations, life insurance. Our company is looking for highly
qualified bucket operator/climber with minimum of 5 years commercial and residential
experience. Company will help relocate successful candidate. Contact Phil or Stephanie
Ping (317) 298-8482.

ARBORIST
Mill Creek MetroParks in NE Ohio seeks
Certified Arborist with CDL for forestry crew.
Starting wage $14.60/hr, competitive benefits. Fax resume to 330/740-7128 or mail
to: Horticulture Director, P.O. Box 596,
Canfield, OH 44406.

continued on page 60

NEED EMPLOYEES?
JOBS in Horticulture, Inc sm Advertise online
& in print. Attract industry experienced
jobseekers. Powerful new features online
www.hortjobs.com . 1-800-428-2474. Fax: 1800-884-5198.
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Make the right choice, caLl
1-800-427-1900, or fax your
resume to 914-576-5448, attri:

-

.J.NUARY 2002

Exciting Career
Opportunities for Service
Industry Managers

HIGHEST QUALITY
BEST PRICES
-

All Orders Ship
Within 24 Hours

-

-

Knives for All Models
and Makes in Stock
Industrial Quality
Cutting Tools for 75

Come join one of the largest Vegetation
Management Companies in the United
States
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., is experiencing tremendous growth throughout the country
creating the following openings:
Division Managers
Branch Managers
We have immediate openings in:
MO, PA, GA, IL, MA

years

qltv~~ __
J

AE-" E71 W
5200 Zenith Parkway
Rockford. IL 61111

circle 64 on Reader Service ('aid

Responsible for managing day-to-day operations, including the supervision of field
personnel. Business/Horticultural degree desired with a minimum of 2 years experience
working in the green industry. Qualified applicants must have proven leadership
abilities, strong customer relations and interpersonal skills. We offer an excellent salary,
bonus and benefits packages, including
401 (k) and company paid medical coverage.
For career opportunity and confidential consideration, send or fax resume, including
geographic preference and willingness to
relocate, to: DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., Attention: Paul D. DeAngelo, 100 North Conahan
Drive, Hazleton, PA 18201. Phone: 1-800360-9333. Fax: (570) 459-2690.

Operations Managers for NY or NJ

Seeking 2 dynamic individuals to manage
field operations, quality control and customer service in Larch mont, NY & Wyckoff
NJ. Green ind. mgmt exp a +. Excl. Comp.
Pkg, 401 K, Relo, Car & Insurance. Email:
sylvan af@ savatree.com . Fax: 914-2449375. Phone: 914-241-4999 xl 53. See our
display ad, page 58.

Devoted arborist needed
certified a
plus, degree even better (will educate up
to doctorate). 100% diagnostic, PHC, 1PM.
Top, modern equipment, high-end clientele
on beautiful Long Island, NY. Competitive
wage plus benefits including medical, education and a very generous commission
structure. Work 8 months and earn for 12.
Steady work March through November
enjoy your winter living off your stored nuts.
Owner is currently motorcycling across
South America. E-mail him at:
sterlingtree@prodigy.net
-

-

Please circle 4S on Reader Service Card
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HAWAII - Tree Climbers and Working
Foremen. Climbers MUST have a minimum

When you think buckets think PCC

of 5 years climbing experience (which includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take downs
and removals) and a current driver's license
(a CDL license is preferred). Foreman applicants MUST be a certified arborist (with
knowledge of disease diagnosis and fertilization), have a minimum of 5 years climbing
experience (which includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take downs and removals), 5
years utility line clearance experience, experience working with cranes and have a
current driver's license (a CDL license is preferred). Pay starts at $18.00 per hour but is
based on experience. Benefits include paid
medical and dental insurance, paid federal
holidays, vacation pay, 401(k) pension plan
and a profit-sharing plan. Send resume with
salary history and employment references to:

Replacement Fiberglass Booms, Buckets
and Accessories and Polyethylene Bucket
Liners for most brands of bucket trucks repairs, too. Accessories include bucket saw
scabbards, boom pole saw holders, bucket
covers, tool boards and tool trays. For best
price, quality and delivery, call Plastic Composites Corp.. Fort Wayne, IN at (800)
747-9339. See our catalog at www.pccbuckettruckparts.com

Jacunskis Complete Tree Service, Inc.
P0 Box 4513, Hilo, HI 96720
Phone: (808) 959-5868
Fax: (808) 959-0597

Arborists/Sales Reps, Office Staff, Crew
Leaders, Climbers, Spray Techs (I PM, PHC,
LAWN). Great benefit package includes
401 (k) matching, advancement opportunities, E.O.E. Check us out on the Web at
irawickes.com . E-mail your resume to
info@irawickes.com . Fax us at (845) 3543475 or snail mail us at Ira Wickes/Arborists,
11 McNamara Rd., Spring Valley, NY 10977.

Sales Representative - Nationwide supply
firm is seeking Independent Sales Representatives to market tree and landscape
equipment in focused market territories. Fantastic commission opportunity possible. Call
Midwest Arborist Supplies at 1-800-4233789. EOE

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

continued on page 62

RAPCO
• a

CARBIDE
Ira Wickes/Arborists. Rockland Countybased firm since 1929 seeks qualified
individuals with experience.

Hardware and software by an arborist for
the arborist. For more information about
the industry's best-selling package, call or
write Arbor Computer Systems, 117
Weston Road, Westport, CT 06880.
Phone: (203) 226-4335; Web site:
www.Arborcomputer.com ; E-mail:
Phannan © Arborcomputer.com

J Diamond
CHAIN,,,—/
WITH RAPCO
WORLD'S FINEST'
CARBIDE CHAIN
INDUSTRIES INC.
YOU CAN CUT
RAPCO
20 to 25 CORDS
3CO N E 88th ST SUITE D-104
VANCOUVER WA 96665
WITHOUT
PHONE: 1-800-959-6130 FAX 360-573-0046
r
RE-SHARPENING!
v. 'aocotndustriescom
ae-ma Ron raoc:": - escc'—
ct rc]v

4-4 o n Rcadcc

Ct \

Icc (.tiJ

Want a Challenging Career with High Income Potential?

The F. A. BARTLETT TREE EXPERT COMPANY
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Hydraulic knuckleboom trucks with dumping flatbeds, Ford, International. 1988 to
1991, single axle, CDL or non-CDL. We can
custom design and build sides, tailgates, chip
boxes or continuous-rotation grapples. Call
us for any specialty truck needs. Atlantic
Fabricating, Inc., Jack or Paul, Sayreville, NJ.
(732) 938-5779. www.atlanticboom.com .

Corporate Office: Post Office Box 3067, Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Phone (203) 323-1131 Fax (203) 323-3631 . www.bartlett.com
Contact: Carmen Berrios, Manager Employment & Benefits
cberrios@bartlett.com
UNITED STATES

I

CANADA
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1993 Ford F-700 wI Aerial Lift of CT ALSO
(55' working height), Cummins Diesel, chip

dump, L-cross box, 35,000 miles, fresh white
paint, good tires, excellent condition.
$38,500.

NO

Spintci
:::

w:;00

NOT
EVER

u a r a n t e e d"

DICA Marketing Co.
800-61 0-DICA(3422)
www.dicaUSA.com

Carroll, IA 51401
FAX 712-792-1106
info@dicaUSA.com
Please circle 18 on Reader Service Card

1994 GMC Top Kick w/ Aerial Lift of CT
AL50 (55 working height), 454 gas with Pony
motor, chip dump, L-cross box, 38,000 miles,
fresh white paint, good tires, ready to work
$36,500.
1998 Carlton 3500-4 backyard stump
grinder, 35 hp gas Wisconsin 598 hours, 35
inch wide dual drive tires, great shape
$10,800.
1993 Intl 4900 1987 Prentice 120 loader,
50' grapple, 18 foot dump body, tandem axle,
71K miles, DT466 diesel, ready to work
$65,000.

300 gallon poly tank, 13
horsepower Honda engine, 20 gpm diaphragm pump, electric hose reel, aluminum
frame, brand new, never used. Take over
payments $5800 or $228 per month. Milford,
CT. Call (203) 878-3638.
Tree Sprayer

-

'00 Salsco Model 8633 Chipper Demo unit
35 hrs., 4 cyl. 33 H.P. Deutz Diesel, 6" X 12"
cap. Auto feed system, list $12,750 sell
$10,750. Call John at 1-800-757-2520

Stump grinder, Vermeer 630 B

Like New
only 124 hours. Statewide Maintenance,
Inc. (734) 941-4390
-

-

-

Bucket Truck wanted. Aerial Lift of CT minimum 58' rear mount or elevator platform (70'
to 75). In Northeastern US. Call Mike at
(860) 672-6912.

Tree Medics (504) 488-9115
60 si Ii

continued on page 64
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Altec hircstr pkus on
GMC or Fords. 199!-
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The Tree Industry's Marketplace
E-mail your ad to:

996. gas or diesel. Also

Aerial Lifts of Ci
.15 aila hle.

ii

sib 6H65 Hi-Ranger.

Stone@ NATLARB.com

eat-mount flatbed on a

-

1992 GMCTopkick.
-

215 h.p. 3116 Cat diesel

turbo, air brakes. 46.012
ii

iiles in beautiful Condit

ion

Re-conditioned Hi
Ranger, rear mount.
on 1990 Ford F700
5+2 trans.. diesel
engine. 60 . 000 miles

WHAT'S
Tim DANEY
DIFFERENCE?

-

flat bed, cab guard.

'-w

hi - and - new overe enter
in-le stick control. I((
dci ,itor, rearm!. flatbed.

k

Lt 2(X(l (IMC ('75(X).
I 2i' cii! diesel. 6 sIX!
'
'OS!.
i

It's Davey people that make the difference and Davey can make
a difference in your career.
1

Aerial Lift of CT's,
rear mounts. flatbeds,
custom build units, gas or
diesel. automatics or
standard transmi~~ion ,,..
NEEMW

1.
I

55' is iv \ci i,tl Lift of

You'll be part of a growing team of certified arborists, technicians,
botanists, agronomists and horticulture scientists in a company
that offers over 120 years of tree care history and knowledge.

y

Positions with training, benefits, and advancement opportunities
are now available throughout the United States and Canada.

(T. 1990-1994 Fords.
..as or diesel. 1990
(iNlCTopkick. 3116
Cat diesel, auto trans.,

Call Tim Jackson, Davey National Recruiter Today!
FINANCING

'

LE ASING • RENTALS

DAVEY®

Pm En.terp
Pete Mainka
rises, Inc.
.

EOE/DFW

633 Cecilia Drive • Pewaukee,WT • 53072
Phone: 262-691-4306

800-445-8733

tjackson@davey.com

33 years of Success
Specializing in Pre Owned Equipment
Please circle 42 on Reader Service Card
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55 FT. OVER CENTER BUCKET, 12 FT. CHIP BODY, UNDER 65,000
ORIGINAL MILES, GOVERNMENT OWNED AND MAINTAINED

40~

all

)m.

1995 TOPKICK FORESTRY TRUCKS
3116 CAT TURBO DIESEL, AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION, 25,950 OWl, NO CDL
REQUIRED!, AC, PS, HYDRAULIC BRAKES. WILL INSTALL NEW DUMP HOIST,
FORESTRY BODY AND PAINT YOUR COLOR

1990 INTERNATIONAL 4900 BUCKET
DT466 TURBO DIESEL, ALLISON AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION,

r-

-

-

-

rT

1990 INTERNATIONAL CHIP TRUCKS
DT466 TURBO DIESEL, AUTO OR MANUAL, UNDER
OR OVER CDL, BODY CUSTOM BUILT TO YOUR SPECS

1995 FL60 CHIP TRUCK
CUMMINS TURBO DIESEL, 6 SPEED TRANSMISSION
25,500 OWl, NO CDL REQUIRED!
NEW BODY PAINTED YOUR COLOR!

1987 INT'L KNUCKLEBOOM TRUCKS
DT466 DIESEL. 210 HP. 5/2 SPEED PALFINGER 25 FT.
7,915 LB. CRANE READY FOR A FORESTRY BODY

F:

4m:q::==wi4
~

1
4

1997 GMC T6500 LO PRO'S
3116 CAT TURBO DIESEL ENGINE. AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION, 23,900 GW, NO CDL REQUIRED!
WITH NEW 14 FT. ROYAL FORESTRY BODIES & HOIST

1995 TOPKICK LO PRO DUMP STAKES
3116 CAT TURBO DIESEL, AUTOMATIC 22 00' GVW
NO CDL, NEW DUMP STAKE & 16 TON HOIST

'

1998 FORD F700 CHIP TRUCKS
7, 0 V8 AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION, 25 950 GVW,
NO CDL REQUIRED!, LOW MILES, WILL INSTALL
FORESTRY BODY AND PAINT YOUR COLOR

Used. chassis With New Bodies,__
3J
12Li1li Liza UU_[I/Til2i'ffl'.'
law-

H iH'
ii'I
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Alexander Equipment

80" Big John Tree Transplanter

Stump grinder
Vermeer 630 B - Like New - only 124

7 yrs old. Mounted on Ford FT8000
$35,000. Call (404) 317-7703.

The only used equipment source offering a
full satisfaction guarantee! We have a huge
selection of used chippers and stump grinders ... fully serviced and ready to work! See
our complete inventory list on the Web at
www.alexequip.com or call Matt or Steve at
(630) 663-1400. Alexander Equipment Company, 4728 Yender Ave., Lisle, IL 60532. We
can deliver anywhere!

hours. Statewide Maintenance, Inc. Call
(734) 941-4390.

Stump Cutter

Hodges self-propelled stump cutter. Excellent condition, 20 horsepower Kohler,
$2500. Pro Mark 210 chipper good for
parts, $300. In Brooklyn, NY. Call George
at 718-252-4379.

55 ft.Hi-Ranger on 93 International

New flat bed tool box roof cage under CDL,
$34,900. 1988 GMC Grapple $16,900.
Rayco Super Jr. grinder, trailer, $4,900. Call
(941) 254-9155; E-mail: altrop@aol.com.

continued on page 66
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16' Tall Boy
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ACaII• 1 -800-858-0437

GMC & INT Gas or Diesel

Website: www.tamarackclearing.com e-mail: jsleeper@twcny.rr.com

(l.l.RIN(; SF:RvI(F:. INC.

P0 Box 370. (anton, NV 13617
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Access the best in equipment, application
expertise and support.
It's the Telelect distributor organization, an uncommon network of equipment professionals sourcing simple, available and cost
effective Telelect Tree Trimmers. Telelect Network provides on unparalleled level of application expertise and product support to
help ensure your equipment investment is productive and profitable.
It's a winning combination

-

the financial strength of a major corporation

-

TEREX

and customer focused and responsive local representation. Top into this
valuable resource. Contact your Telelect Network Representative now.

Q

TT-01 1

eIoo
~

TEREX TELELECT
600 Oakwood Road • Watertown, SD 57201 (605) 882-4000 • FAX (605) 882-1842
cir1c011 k-jLr
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For Sale
Toll Free: 800-642-5438
Fax: 704-739-1401
Kings Mountain, NC 28086
www.trueco.com
Nights: 704-484-8281 Cell: 704-472-5185

Jeco'
INC

1993 Ford Diesel ALC 55 Wk Ht

Bandit Industries, Inc. has over 100
pieces of used equipment from many different manufacturers. Our new rebuild
facility and trained staff ensure that each
piece of equipment is in good working condition.

1993 Brush Bandt 250 Diesel 12'

-

1992 Cheo Diesel Altec 60' Wk Ht

1989 Mack Diesel Altec 72 Wk Ht

1992 Chev Diesel Altec 60 Wk Ht

T- :

1991 GMC Gas Aux Engine 60 Wk Ht

1986 Ford Diesel Knuckle Boom

(1) 6TD 65-foot Hi Ranger mounted on 1984
Int. DT466, $27,500. (1) 4F1 45-foot Hi
Ranger mounted on 1985 Int. DT466,
$13,500. (1) 1989 Vermeer model 630B
stump grinder, low hrs., $5,000. Call (603)
424-1464.

1989.1990 Ford Diesel Altec 55' Wk HI

Please ettele 60 on Reader Service Card

Hand Fed Chippers - of all sizes
Stump Grinders
Waste Reduction Machines
368-Beast Recyclers - horizontal grinder
Whole Tree Chippers - towable and
self-propelled
Check out our complete list of used equipment at www.banditchippers.com or call
1-800-952-0178 for more information.

BUSINESSES
FOR SALE
Tree Business For Sale

35-year established tree service in western New York, Wyoming County.
Residential and commercial repeat clientele in 50 to 60 mile radius. Excellent
condition; 2 truck cranes, 75' aerial lift
bucket truck, 2 chippers, 2 stump grinders,
feller buncher, skid steer, log loader truck,
wood processor, wood splitter and much
more. House and land negotiable. Serious
inquires only. (716) 786-5600.

Established tree care business for 36
years on Maryland's Eastern Shore. Longterm contracts and good workforce in
place. Year-round work with good growth
opportunity. Possible owner financing. Box
FL, TCI, 3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1,
Manchester, NH 03103.

Business for sale in NC. Resident pruning and removal business. New truck and
chipper, 1 -ton crane truck, 250k gross. All
tools and equipment, client list, subcontractors, etc. Call The Arborist (704)
523-7768. Price Negotiable.
Please circle 39 on Reader Service Card
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ArborWare
The Business Solution
for Arborist, Landscape
& Lawn Care Professionals
Includes complete Customer Management: Estimates, Proposals, Work Orders,
Invoices, Statements, and Accounts Receivables. Also includes: Customer
Property Inventory, PHC and Pest/Disease
control, chemical application and DOA reporting, maintenance and generation of
Renewal Contracts, scheduling/routing of
Crews and Sales Reps, Vehicle Maintenance and DOT reporting, Job Costing,
Marketing and Management Reporting,
comprehensive User Manual, and more
Call (800) 49-ARBOR (2-7267) for more information.

Tree Business in Franklin NC for sale
17 yrs. in WNC. Excellent location and
great growth opportunity! Contact
treedr@dnet.net . Serious inquires
$165,000. Owner financing.

PRODUCTS &
SERVICES
ArborGold Software - Complete job management! Phone message center,
proposals with built-in landscape CAD
designer, scheduling, invoicing and more.
Posts to QuickBooks. Print estimates on
site with new hand-held PCs and download
to office. Call Tree Management Systems
- 1-800-933-1955, see demo at
www.turftree.com

Safety & Traning Materials
Improve your employees' knowledge and
professionalism with the NAA's newly revised Home Study program. The program
provides you with a cutting-edge education
that is almost impossible to find outside the
college classroom. To enhance your learning experience, the Home Study program is
full of diagrams, drawings and photos that
clearly illustrate what is being taught.

STUMP CUTTER RETIPPING &
RE MAN U FACTU RING
We RETIP Rayco Super Tooth cutters for
$3.75 ea. and Vermeer Pro Tooth cutters
for $2.75 ea. We use a high quality carbide tip that will last as long as the original.
We also REMANUFACTURE totally worn
out, ground down Rayco Super Tooth cutters to a like new condition for the low
introductory sale price of only $4.99 ea. All
prices include FREE return shipping on orders of 100 or more. We even schedule
UPS to pick up at your front door. So call
us today toll free at 1-888-999-1778 for
details. Your satisfaction is GUARANTEED! Schwab Machine Services

Give your crews comprehensive training in
chipper use and maintenance, plus a lot
more. Basic Training for Ground Operations in Tree Care is the newest video series
available from the NAA. The five videos and
fully illustrated workbook break new ground
in crew training. Video titles are: An Orientation to the Arboriculture Profession; Vehicle
Safety; Job Planning and Preparation; Working Safely and Efficiently; and Brush Chipper
Operation and Maintenance. To order either
product, contact the NAA at 1-800-733-2622
or order online at www.natlarb.com .

tump
Cutters

m

New SMART
Pockets
u27 34

800 421-5985

Border City Tool & Manufacturing Co.
23325 BLACKSTONE . WARREN MI 48089-265
- 5867585574.800 42-5985 . AX 586758-7829

Please circle 9 on Reader Service Card
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Climbing Supplies including rope,
saddles, lanyards, tilpilnes, gaffs,
climbing pads and much mote!
Pruning Supplies including
pruning saws, hand pruners,
lopper's, pole saws and more!

. V:1;1 iiic/iihcr.$). I-iiicli iiiiiiiiiiiiiii. Pavub/c iii i/i/ti//Ut.
65 /)(1 I' ll( . /?
4d deadline is the 20th oJthe month, two months prior to publication.

Chainsaw Parts & Accessories
including saw chain, guide bars,
drive sprockets, safety wear and
accessories for all popular saws!

Place your ad on the NAA 's online Job Jkiiikforjust $10 more.
Add a logo or color picture and your add will be seen
by thousands more!
/() 10 'it lit. flat/(11b.

Round Reversible
Pockets
Pat.

Stump Claw Teeth

Classified ad rates for 2002

For £I('t(1i7s

zt

Buy from the Original Manufacturer

coimi, or E-mail: Stone @ natlarb. coin

Scud ad czuicl payment to:
1(7. 3 Perimeter Rd, Unit I,
.tlanc/iester, NH 03103
Phone: 1-800-733-2622
Fax: (603) 314-5386
E-nuul: Slcuic

L

1-888-288-8371 USA
- 1-888-817-4701 CON
Booth #846 TC1 Expo

(t Iiil1/H/).i/il
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Management in Maui
NAA 's Winter Management Conference lands in Hawaii

The business of tree care is the purpose
of Winter Management Conference, and
the excursions are a parallel payoff. Fortunately for attendees, the island of Maui
presents extraordinary outing. tour, and
adventure opportunities. The natural
beauty of the Hawaiian islands is unparalleled, so naturally tours that present the
panorama of Maui's plants and animals are
sure to delight.

Tours, Outings & Events
Opening Reception: Welcome to Hawaii! Warm breezes and sensuous
fragrances of tropical blossoms transport
you to another place in time. Re-acquaint
with old friends and make new ones. This
traditional start to the conference will ease
you into the right state of mind.

ing dinner, as you enjoy an array of
foods of the islands. After dinner, a
Polynesian show features dances celebrating the many cultures that make
up Hawaii.
Cheese and Wine Tasting: Taste
some of the extraordinary domestic
and international cheeses made today. Executive Chef Stephen Marshall will lead
the group through a tasting of cheeses
which include Brie, a selection of Chevres,
Queso Manchego and more.
Deep Sea Fishing: Board a tournament
winning deep-sea vessel from Lahaina
Harbor for a chance at hooking "the big
one." Afternoon on the water is a magical
time where you may see whales and where
dolphins often escort you to one of
Hawaii's abundant fishing areas. Troll for
Marlin, wahoo, mahi mahi, yellowfin tuna
and other species of Pacific warm water
fish.
Whale Watch Cruise: State-of-the-art
under- and above-water video equipment
will provide incredible viewing opportu-

Robert Felix Memorial Golf Tournament: You are welcomed to an afternoon
of relaxation and friendly competition
all for a good cause. Watch a few shanks,
mix in sandtraps and the results are four
scholarships for students studying
arboricuture.
Breakfast, Crafts and Fauna: Enjoy
pastries and tropical juices while local artisans share their crafts of coconut
weaving. lei making and
the art of Lauhala hat makin. After breakfast and
Hawaiian crafts, you will
embark on a "Sense of
Place" tour, led by Clifford
Nae'ole, cultural advisor,
who will walk though the
hotel's Medicinal Garden
as he shares a part of the
island's history and lifestyle.
Hawaiian Luau: This evening will take
you back in time to experience the age-old
tradition of the Hawaiian Luau. As the sun
sets, burning tiki torches light up the night
and line the path to your luau feast. The
gentle music of a I-law aiian Trio plays clur68

has now been restored to become a bustling tourist mecca: full of restaurants, art
galleries, jewelry stores, and delightfully
off beat "tourist traps." You will enjoy a
brief historical drive-through tour of Old
Lahaina town and then stroll through the
town, select gifts and soak up the local
color.

Book your reservation now
Here is the information you need to help
you book your trip to WMC 2002.
The dates of the Conference are Feb. 12
- 17, 2002. The Opening Reception is
scheduled for Tuesday evening, Feb. 12.
and Sunday, Feb. 17 is a travel day. The
conference concludes on Saturday
evening.
The Ritz-Carlton Kapalua is the site of
the conference. Reservations can be made
by calling 1-800-262-8440. We have secured the following rates:
Golf Mountain View - $225
Partial Ocean View - $265
Deluxe Ocean View - $295
Executive Suite - $525
Ocean Front Suite - $60()
Rooms are limited in each category. In
order to secure your preferred room type
reserve early! Please reference the National Arborist Association.
We have contracted with the following
airlines for reduced fares to Hawaii. Travel
reservations can be made by contacting
your local travel agent or by calling the
airlines directly.

American Airlines
nities. Enjoy the narration by marine mammal
experts with the latest
scientific information
about Humpback whales
including whale behavior
you'll experience live!

Afternoon in
Lahaina: You will have
the opportunity to wander through the boutique-style stores of historic old Lahaina
Town, which incidentally is more interesting than Michener's "Hawaii." Within the
span of a few decades, this little town
hosted rowdy whalers, zealous missionaries and the royal Hawaiian family. Lahaina
TREE (ARE INI)tSTR't - JANUARY 2002

To take advantage of the special fares
being offered by American Airlines, call
1-800-433-1790 and refer to the following Authorization Number #3122AC.

Delta Airlines
Reservations and schedule information
may be obtained by calling 1-800-2416760 and referencing the File Number
#178610A.
Early Bird registrations must he received by Jan. 11, 2002. Registrations
received after Jan. 11, 2002. not comply ing with the appropriate fees. will be billed
accordingly.
For more information. contact Carol
Crossland at 1-800-733-2622.
TCI
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It's time
to get serious!
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The Art and Science of
Practical Rigging
Hosted by Ken Palmer & Rip Tompkins S249.meme
r299.95non-mmber
of ArborMaster® Training, Inc.

L

.,rtt•

I

-

•-:

• Introduction to Techniques
and Methods

7

• Equipment and Ropes

"7
-

.

.4

• Rigging Knots

•4

r

:f

• Basic Limb Removal
• Advanced Limb Removal
• Compound Rigging
Techniques

':
IL

F

r•

INCLUDES
8 VIDEOS
I BOOK

• Understanding Forces
in Rigging
• Top Removal and Rigging
Heavy Wood

gHusqvarna

Verirer

The ISA Certification
CEU tests included
in The Art and
Science of Practical
Rigging book are worth 8
CEU credits.

isil

Produced by the
International Society of
Arboriculture
For additional information
about ISA books, programs,
or training materials:
www.isa-arbor.com
1-888-ISA-TREE
TC1-100-ASPR
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uutcn irn uisease
Reaches Seattle

I ne View irom me Jail
Cell Is Not as Good

Drought cee
Arborists Bu

The city arborist in Seattle. Wash.,
found himself pleading for calm after the
city's first-ever verified case of Dutch
elm disease was reported early in the fall.
Arborist Nolan Rundquist told the Seattle Times that the city doesn't have to
fear the same kind of mass destruction
of street and yard trees that other communities have experienced in the nearly
100 years since the disease first appeared
on the East Coast. And he should know.
Rundquist worked in the city of Fremont,
Neb., in the 1970s when Dutch elm ravaged that city.
"Fifty. 60,70 percent of the tree population was American elms," Rundquist
told the newspaper. "Fremont had a
backlog of 500 trees to remove."
In Seattle, the arborist estimates that
there may be 700 elms on public property. And he expressed some hope that a
fungicide used in other cities may help.

Someone illegally cut down a halfdozen trees in an area known as Lake
Park in Milwaukee County, Wis.
According to the Associated Press, the
county sheriff's department is investigating the removal of the trees. And the
investigators don't have to look too far
to find some suspects. Apparently,
homeowners in the area have long been
complaining that they pay taxes based on
the fact that their homes have a view of
Lake Michigan, but that they can't actually see the lake because of the trees.
The homeowners have asked the
county's parks department to remove or
prune the trees in the past, but to no avail.
Parks officials say the trees and shrubs
help prevent a hillside from eroding. In
addition to pursuing the culprits, the
sheriff was also trying to figure out what
fines or penalties would apply to the
crimes. While

The drought that plagued southern
Ohio in 1999 and 2000 is over, despite
average rainfall for most of 2001. But
arborists there tell the Cincinnati Post
that the damage has been done. In fact,
one Park Board arborist said the problem is a 10-year stretch of what he calls
"unstable" weather, with long periods of
drought and occasional flooding. Spruce.
white pine, ash, maple and dogwood are
being hardest hit.
The city of Cincinnati said it expected
to remove more trees than normal under
its hazardous program and would seek to
expand its maintenance program as well.
Local arborist Rick Hannah of Davey
Tree Expert Co. told the newspaper that
business was brisk.
"Last year's drought was the straw
that broke the camel's back" he said.
"This year we've seen stuff go down
quickly."

...

Tree Climber Makes
Guinness Book Sort of
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This 16 - trand braided rope is the lt t e.t climbing line available from Bailey's. Construction includes a flexible
Polyester cover with a low stretch Nylon core. Weight .069
lbs. per foot. Average breaking strength 7,000 lbs. Made in
the U.S.A. Mention "Source Code 135X2" and get these great
prices below.

Price
Item No. Description
S79.95
12BM 120 1/2" 120ft Hank ......... ea.
12BM 150 1/2" 150ft Hank .........ea.
$89.95
12BM 600 112" 600tt Reel .........ea. S329.95

1-800-322-4539
Source: B5X2
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The publishers of the Guinness Book
of World Records say their 2002 edition contains a new entry relating to
tree climbing. In a way. The book will.
for the first time, carry an entry for
"best tree-climbing fish." The winner
and apparently the only entry is the
Anabas testudineus, also known as the
climbing perch, which can scamper up
palm trees in its native Thailand and
has gills that enable it to breath out of
water.
In a development apparently unrelated
to arborists the world over, the 2002 edition of Guinness will also carries an entry
for the first time for the loudest burp.
which measured 118 decibels, or about
as loud as an airplane on takeoff.
TCI
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Can I Trust the Rope?
Learning to Climb
By Stefanie Freele

F

orty feet up in the cool January
Sonoma County air, I cling frantically to a tiny piece of fir bark
that will undoubtedly not save my life.
For the hundredth time, Seth Lewers,
owner of Lewers Tree Service, patiently
tells me to "let go of the tree and hold
onto the rope." Somehow at the beginning of every climb, my earth-loving
mind and gravity-dependent body just
cannot grasp this simple concept. Obviously, I have a much better chance of
survival holding onto the braided safety
blue rope than obstinately clinging to a
1-inch potentially mobile sliver of this
enormous 200-year-old tree.
Seth imitates my stance to show me
how ridiculous I look hugging a tree with
my rear extended, rather than relaxing
into the saddle. "Lean back into your
saddle and hold the rope. LET GO OF
THE TREE!" His antics make me laugh
and relieve some stress, but as the everstubborn pupil, I don't quite listen.
Instead I compromise and grab the nearest branch. He gasps, "What is your hand
doing over there? There is a reason they
call it a lifeline! Hold onto it."
Ever calm, my tree-climbing guru explains how I need to use my leg muscles
rather than my wimpy arm muscles. He
rappels down with uncanny ease to be by
my side, determined to get me through
my obligatory panic stage.
"But you do this for a living!" I cry. I

glance at Seth; content, happy and
oblivious to fear. I think, there is something perverse and weird about a
professional tree climber enthusiastically
climbing on a Sunday just for fun. For
the billionth time in the same day, I resolve to stop this foolishness and take up
a safe hobby like canning peaches, playing bingo or clipping coupons.
There is a purpose for today's climb
other than to torture me. The landowners have hired Seth to give his
professional opinion regarding the status of the tree. The 150-foot Douglas fir,
with a diameter of 5 feet, may be removed to make room for a house.
Another was removed due to proximity
to the potential home - it was uphill and
leaning. However, this tree's removal
was a difficult decision. Located on a
ridge, the fir has been exposed to strong
winds. Upon closer inspection, the tree
is now aged and brittle, perhaps unable
to flow with the wind, and could possibly snap. Halfway up Seth also points out
a fungus. It looks like this gallant fir,
older than every human on earth, will
soon become firewood.
Watching Seth move effortlessly gives
me some courage. I start to body thrust,
advancing the Blake's hitch. I hear his
encouragement far in the distance even
though he's 16 inches away. Before I
realize it, I'm at the tie-in point and securing my flip line.

The gorgeous Dry Creek Valley surrounds us. As usual when we climb,
somewhere long after the inevitable
panic session and much higher in the
tree, it always dawns on me; a terrific
feeling I get nowhere else. I relish the
quiet, give silent thanks to the tree that
is supporting me and pat the safety snap
with gratitude - not quite trusting the
rope, but at least pretending to.
Seth explains that my previous whiteknuckling event has potentially left me
with little reserves and perhaps using my
remaining energy we should descend. As
my tired feet touch the ground my weak
legs bend before I stand straight. As I
explain to Seth that I absolutely cannot
wait to get out of this 300 pound saddle.
he informs me that its weight is quite
possibly closer to 2 pounds. The relief
is sweet and joyous. We did it! Looking
up at the limbs that just minutes ago supported my terrified body, I feel a sense
of buoyant giddiness. The leather gloves,
an hour ago almost thrown at Seth in
frustration, are tossed gleefully into the
rope bag. We gather the gear into the
pickup and drive home slowly as the sun
sets purple and calm, both looking out
the window with tired and satisfied
smiles, keeping our eyes open for next
Sunday's tree.
SreJiiiie Free/c is a freelance writer
in Healdsburg, Calif.

Do you have a story From the Field?
TCI will pay $100 for published articles. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject to editing
for grammar, style and length. Entries must include the name of a company and a contact person.
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THE NEW MAYOR OF TRUCKVILLE

The Next Generation Dodge Ram • We took compromise for a ride

and compromise didn't come back. Proof? A full-size bed, four full-size doors, and the most interior room in the class
• Those two rear doors open so wide, you'll be tempted to throw your fishing rod in sideways • Your stuff is your own %*#@!
business. Keep it that way with hidden underseat storage. For more info, call 800-4ADODGE or visit 4adodge.com
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